
THE BROOK HOUSE INQUIRY 

First Witness Statement of Callum Tulley 

I, Callum Tulley, of BBC News, New Broadcasting House, Portland Place, London, 

W1A IAA WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

Introduction 

1. I am a journalist employed by the BBC and have been employed in this role since 

19 August 2019. Prior to this, I spent one year on the Journalism Trainee Scheme 

based with BBC Scotland. 

2. I am a former employee of G4S and worked at Brook House IRC from 6 January 

2015 to 7 July 2017. 

3. Between 6 March and 19 September 2017, I was employed by the BBC as a 

specialist researcher working for Panorama, assisting with Panorama's 

investigation into the Brook House Immigration Removal Centre (`Brook 

House'). During that time, I was trained in and subsequently undertook secret 

filming and undercover reporting in Brook House, the product of some of which 

was including in the Panorama programme 'Britain's Immigration Secrets', 

broadcast on 4 September 2017. 

4. I provide this statement in response to a request under Rule 9 of the Inquiry Rules 

2006 dated 9 June 2021 (the 'Rule 9 Letter'). 

5. In this statement I refer to exhibit CT1 which contains documents referred to. 

References in the form CTI/x are to page numbers in CT I . In this statement I also 

refer to documents already produced to the Inquiry (including by the BBC), and 

made available to me on the Inquiry's Egress content management system, by 

reference to the document reference number given. 
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My background 

6. I was born in DPA on DPA ,and grew up it DpA ! I attended; e, nsitive/Irrelevant 

Sensitive/Irrelevant and Sensitive/Irrelevant I then attended 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 
7. 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 

8. 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 

9. 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 
L._ 

10. I applied for various roles at the time, including a sports education role in 

Sensitive/Irrelevant It was my mum who showed me an advertisement for a role 

as an Assistant Custody Officer (`AC0') at Gatwick IRC. It wasn't advertised 

like a prison job, and I recall that when I applied, I thought this was a short-term 
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holding facility which would hold people for a short period, perhaps 72 hours, 

while they had their immigration status reviewed. 

11. This was over 6 years ago now, so my recollection of the details of the application 

process is limited. However, I recall making an application online and believe it 

may have involved uploading a CV. I was then invited to interview. The 

interview, which was very short, was held at Brook House with a member of the 

Senior Management Team (`SMT') whose face I recall but whose name I do not 

remember, as I had little interaction with the SMT while I worked at Brook 

House. 

Initial employment and training with G4S 

12. I was employed with G4S from 6 January 2015, working mainly at Brook House. 

I spent around two weeks, I believe some time in the Spring of 2016, working at 

G4S' other Gatwick Immigration Removal Centre (`IRC'), Tinsley House, when 

Brook House went into quarantine following an outbreak of chicken pox, for 

L Sensitive/Irrelevant1 I also did the occasional overtime shift at Tinsley House 

IRC. 

13. Initially I was employed as an ACO with a salary of around; DpA ;per annum. 

Before commencing work, I had to undergo an enhanced Criminal Records 

Bureau (`CRB') check. I later had to pass Home Office security clearance, 

although I believe that was only after I was promoted to Detention Custody 

Officer (`DC0'). This is consistent with the dates of the letter I have from the 

Home Office confirming I had passed security clearance (CT1/p1). 

14. Once I received my CRB check, I undertook a two-week training course. I 

undertook this training alongside a new cohort of DCOs for whom it was the first 

2 weeks of a 6-week training course. The training started with a corporation day, 

delivered by a Detainee Custody Manager (`DCM') named Peter. I cannot 

remember Peter's surname. During the two weeks we received training in areas 

such as first aid and fire safety. Training was delivered by G4S staff and external 

providers. I cannot recall the names of the external providers, or the area of the 
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training which they contributed to. Once I passed my training, I undertook around 

one week of shadowing with more experienced staff members. 

15. As an ACO I performed very mundane tasks, such as escorting vans or operating 

security doors to allow staff entry into the facility. I didn't go onto the wings or 

interact with detainees, although I would sometimes see the detainees who were 

held in solitary confinement as they were permitted to use the gym at the same 

time as staff on their breaks. I found this work tedious and wanted to find a more 

interesting role. 

16. I was aware that G4S was recruiting for DCOs, and that this could mean becoming 

an activities officer which would give me the opportunity to do sport. I cannot 

recall the detail of how my application was submitted; however, once I had 

applied, i was invited to an assessment centre with other applicants to be assessed 

for suitability for the role. At the assessment day we were asked to do group 

exercises which tested, for example, our ability to work as a team. I don't believe 

any of these exercises had any particular focus on the work of immigration 

detention or managing detainees. We were also required to undertake a medical 

test/examination which assessed our fitness for the job. I believe the assessment 

day centre was in Crawley. A member of the SMT called Michelle gave us some 

information about Brook House IRC, though there was little information about 

the realities of life in the centre. I cannot recall Michelle's surname. The Michelle 

I am referring to was the member of the SMT responsible for the activities 

department at the time I became a DCO. I am not referring to another Michelle 

who worked at Brook House in the HR department, whose name is Michelle 

Fernandes. 

17. I was successful at the assessment day and by April 2015 I was training to become 

a DCO. This involved a six-week training course. 

18. The first five weeks of training were conducted in a classroom. This began with 

a corporate day about G4S the company. We were then given training in areas 

such as searching detainees and cells, first aid, fire safety, control and restraint, 

conditioning (the process by which a detainee might try to accustom a member of 
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staff to treating them favourably), diversity and inclusion, and how to deal with 

self-harm and suicidal detainees. During our training we wcrc explicitly told not 

to refer to the rooms in which detainees were incarcerated as 'cells'. Instead, we 

were told to refer to them as rooms. Having seen the rooms in Brook House, I 

know that the detainees held there wcrc indeed kept in cells. Thcsc wcrc small 

rooms in which detainees were locked for hours at a time, with a toilet, no handle 

on the inside of the cell door, and no openable windows. Brook House is built to 

the standard of a category B prison, and I note that HM Inspector of Prisons refers 

to the "rooms" as "cells" in its report published in 2017, which further illustrates 

the above. In reality, staff at Brook House would use either 'cell', 'room' or both 

when referring to the cells. I understand that G4S and the Home Office only refer 

to the cells as 'rooms'. I believe that referring to the cells as 'rooms' masks the 

reality of the conditions in which detainees are kept in Brook House, so I do not 

do this in this statement. 

19. A focus of the training was the detention centre rules and the use of force. We 

were told clearly that force may only be used when absolutely necessary and when 

it is necessary, only the least amount of force necessary should be used. 

20. We were also familiarised with three key forms: 

a. The assessment care detention and teamwork (`ACDT') form which was 

for monitoring detainees at risk of self-harm and suicide. We were told how 

to fill this in and when it was to be used, and who a report should be made 

to. 

b. Use of force reports. We were told that if there was any occasion on which 

you used force against a detainee you had to fill one of these in. We were 

given detailed instruction on the sort of language which it was encouraged 

to use on the form. One example they used was when you go into a control 

and restraint, when you use the shield to make contact, you do this with a 

certain amount of force, but we were told to record this using the words "I 

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmiprisons/wp-content/uploads/sites/ 4/2017/03/Brook-
House-Web-2016.pdf 
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placed the shield onto the detainee". Similarly, when describing restraints, 

we were taught that the appropriate language to use is that we were 

"supporting" the arm or "supporting" the head. I should be clear that 

nobody was expressly suggesting that we should not report, or cover up, 

excessive use of force. However, I later felt that these terms were sometimes 

used to mask the extent to which force was applied in some restraints. 

c. Third was the incident report form. We were told to fill that out when we 

saw a fight on the wing or similar incidents and were given instructions on 

how to complete it. 

21. We also had a talk from The Independent Monitoring Board (`IMB') about their 

role. A couple of the officers on the training course had worked at HMP 

Wandsworth and they told me how despised the IMB were at that institution. I 

think the purpose of the IMB talk was to try and reassure staff by saying that they 

weren't there to get people sacked. 

22. The training ran all day from 9am to 5pm. Different instructors had conduct of 

different parts of the course, and 'Peter' had ultimate oversight. He did the initial 

corporation day. Restraint and control were taught by restraint trainers including 

John Connolly. Welfare officers would speak to you about the ACDT form and 

preventing self-harm and suicide. These were DCOs but whose primary role was 

to help detainees with welfare and administrative tasks. There were some external 

providers, including for first aid. 

23. Given the passage of time, I cannot now recall how long was spent on each 

subject. I do recall that there were written materials, such as manuals, although I 

cannot recall the details and have not retained copies. 

24. All of this training was compulsory. If you didn't pass it then my understanding 

was that you would not get the job and would work as an ACO instead. I know 

of one officer who failed his medical and didn't get the job, but I'm not aware of 

anyone in my cohort who failed the training. 
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25. Control and restraint training was conducted over the final week of the six-week 

course. This was the first time I felt I began to understand how physical and 

confrontational the role was. 

26. Training was carried out in a room with crash mats and padded walls and was 

very physically involved, with warm-ups and stretches before starting work. 

Training was provided by two or sometimes three trainers, with a class of around 

15 trainees. 

27. Training covered the right to self-defence and how to deal with incursions into 

our personal space as officers. We were taught techniques of restraint in a lot of 

detail, everything down to how you should approach someone, where you put 

their head, where you put your feet and so on. We were also taught about how to 

escalate the restraints we were using if the detainee remained non-compliant, 

including the use of handcuffs and pain compliance. De-escalation techniques 

were also covered. For example, we were also told how to de-escalate a restraint 

when a detainee became compliant. We were also taught how to deal with 

weapons and how to disarm a detainee. 

28. Training was generally given by the instructor talking through the theory and 

demonstrating it, before we would have the chance to practice under observation. 

My understanding is that the instructors were looking out for people being 

excessive, and my colleagues were very cautious not to be perceived to be heavy 

handed. We were all concerned not to hurt anyone. We were aware that we were 

constantly being assessed. 

29. The latter period of the week was spent preparing for the final assessment. On the 

final day, all the trainees would get into riot gear, while one trainer took on the 

role of a detainee and the others observed. I recall that the "detainee" would 

change their behaviour, becoming more or less compliant during the assessment, 

and we were expected to show how we would moderate our use of force as a 

result. 
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30. The atmosphere amongst the trainees was professional and serious. Some of those 

with a military background, or who used to work in the prison estate, took it in 

their stride. Others, including me, found the experience concerning as it opened 

our eyes to what conditions in Brook House were really like. 

31. My overall view was that I didn't believe there were faults with the training or 

how it was delivered. I didn't think we were told the wrong way to restrain or 

encouraged to use excessive force. Although I did feel that the training lacked 

transparency about what conditions in Brook House were really like, I felt that 

the technical side of the training was adequate, and I felt I was given sufficient 

training to be competent in the role. 

32. After completing training, I was assigned to shadow more experienced officers 

for my first week as a DCO at Brook House. 

33. I undertook refresher training while employed by G4S. I do not have a clear 

memory of the refresher training, other than it was a short refresher of things 

covered in the initial training and conducted either every year or every six months. 

I am not familiar with the term `MMPR' or 'Minimising and Managing Physical 

Restraint', and so cannot confirm whether or not I received such training. Any 

training regarding control and restraint was simply referred to as 'C and R 

training' or 'C and R refresher'. 

34. I have searched my records, and although I do not have a copy of my contract of 

employment, I do have a number of documents relevant to the start of my 

employment and training. These are exhibited at CT1/pp1-26 and comprise: 

a. Home Office letter regarding clearance to work/visit a G4S IRC 

b. Home Office DCO certification letter 

c. Health and Safety in the Workplace Level 2 Award 

d. G4S First Aid at Work certificate 

e. G4S Fire Marshall Course certificate 
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f. G4S Assistant Custody Officer Initial Training Course certificate 

g. G4S Detainee Custody Officer Initial Training Course certificate 

h. G4S Defensive Techniques Training Course certificate 

i. Enhanced DBS certificate 

j. G4S security screening booklet 

k. UK Border Agency Membership of Prohibited Organisations form 

35. 1 confirm that I have been unable to locate any other documents. The Inquiry will 

appreciate that documents relating to my employment were generally given to me 

when it commenced, long before I had considered blowing the whistle or had any 

idea that an Inquiry such as this might result. 

My initial experiences at Brook House and decision to contact BBC Panorama 

36. From early on in my employment at Brook House I began to hear about and 

witness incidents which gave me cause for real concern. This was, of course, six 

years ago and while there were a large number of incidents which caused me 

concern at the time, my memories now relate to those which really stood out. I 

refer to three in this statement in order to give context to the concerns which led 

me to contact BBC Panorama. 

37. The first occurred during my ACO training. My initial ACO training took place 

in the two weeks after I began my employment at Brook House. At the outset, we 

were told that one of the members of the class, Tom Bass, was a DCO who was 

already employed and working at Brook House but was sitting in on the training. 

Tom Bass explained during the training that he had been suspended, and I was 

later told by another member of staff that he was present because he was on a 

phased return to work after being suspended for using excessive force on a 

detainee a year prior. 

38. I sat next to Tom Bass during one particular day of training, which I believe was 

in my first week because Ben Saunders was about to give an introductory talk 
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about his role as the Director of Brook House. I was sat at the back of the room 

before the talk began and Tom Bass was to the right of mc, on desks arranged in 

a rectangular shape. 

39. Before Ben Saunders began his talk, Tom Bass was speaking to me. Lots of staff 

were talking to each other so the volume in the room was quite loud and I don't 

think we could have been overheard by anyone other than those immediately next 

to us. 

40. Tom Bass was gossiping about his time at Brook House. He told me about an 

incident where he claimed a number of other staff members had been relieved of 

their duties (by which I understood him to mean suspended or sent home) 

because, during a night shift, they stood outside the cell of a detainee under 

constant supervision wearing George Michael masks and danced whilst staring at 

the detainee. He enjoyed telling this, as if it was a joke or something to laugh at. 

I think he was trying to shock me as the naïve newcomer. The two constant 

supervision cells - which are where detainees at most risk of suicide are held —

are situated at the back of E wing. As such, I believe that, if this incident did 

occur, then it would most likely have happened outside either one of these cells 

(cells 7 and 8). However, it is possible for another cell to be used for constant 

supervision, if more than two detainees require it. I do not know the date of the 

incident. 

41. At the time I wasn't really sure whether or not I believed him or whether he was 

just trying to play the big man. I was shocked by what he told me, although I 

didn't let this show as I was worried about what he might think of me. 

42. I asked why the officers did this and Tom Bass' exact words were "to shit him 

up" which I understand to mean to freak him out or scare him. I remember this 

conversation clearly. I cannot remember the exact date of the conversation, but I 

believe the conversation occurred in January 2015. At the time I remember feeling 

uncomfortable about what he had told me, but hoped that there may not have been 

any truth in it because he was just trying to show off. 
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43. I was later told the same story by another ACO. I don't know whether he had any 

knowledge of it, or whether this was just a rumour. I never saw any evidence that 

the incident had ever taken place although if it had I would assume it would have 

bccn caught on CCTV. 

44. The second incident I can recall was one which I witnessed in the solitary 

confinement block (known as "The Block") while working as an ACO. I cannot 

recall the precise date, but I believe it occurred in February or March 2015. 

45. I had been working in the gatehouse at the entrance to Brook House. I would have 

bccn working with another ACO and we were responsible for admitting a Tascor 

transport van which was attending Brook House for the removal of a detainee 

held on E Block. 

46. When the van arrived, my job was to buzz the van in, bring it into a sterile area 

and check inside and underneath the van (using a mirror) and take a note of the 

van's registration number and time of arrival. I then released the second door. 

Usually a van would go into the next courtyard and pick up the detainee. 

47. Because this detainee was refusing to leave and was being held in the solitary 

confinement block the van had to drive round the perimeter road to get the 

detainee from the rear door of that block. I walked alongside the van to escort it 

to the block, because the Tascor staff did not have keys. I accompanied the Tascor 

staff into the block to collect the detainee. 

48. When I entered the solitary confinement block with Tascor staff the detainee was 

stood at his cell door. This was the first time I had been inside this part of Brook 

House, and I believe the first time I had seen a detainee in their cell. 

49. He was completely naked. There were around 5 staff members present. DCOs 

and DCMs laughed and made fun of him. I can't remember exactly what they 

were saying but I can remember that comments were being made about his body 
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and that members of staff were laughing. I have no doubt at all that members of 

staff were laughing at the detainee. He was shaking and appeared scared and 

distressed. 

50. The Tascor staff were waiting at the entrance to the block, which was around 10 

yards away. 1 let the DCM know that Tascor were here for the detainee. 

51. I believe the detainee was then handcuffed before being ushered away by the 

Tascor staff and put into the back of the van I was escorting. I think he was given 

some boxer shorts to wear before being handcuffed. I could not see inside the 

Tascor van once the doors were shut, I could only hear him kicking, screaming 

and begging not to be taken away. 

52. I do not know why the detainee was naked, although I believe it may be because 

he was strip searched. At the time, I would not have known whether there was a 

proper reason for this as 1 was only a new ACO. However, I did know that it was 

wrong for staff to be laughing at this man and I was deeply shocked by this. 

53. This was very early on in my time as an ACO, and it is when I first became 

concerned about the treatment of detainees at Brook House. I had witnessed a 

detainee being treated cruelly. He was humiliated and degraded and what was 

happening was obviously unacceptable. 

54. This incident happened over 5 years ago, so it is difficult to recall any further 

details. 

55. I do not know the name of the detainee involved in the restraint. I believe he was 

of middle eastern descent. 

56. I should make clear that the detainee was not removed by TASCOR whilst naked. 

As mentioned, I believe he was given a pair of boxers to wear before being 

ushered into the back of the van by TASCOR. 
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57. I escorted the van to the exit of Brook House where another ACO let the van out, 

before I returned to the gatehouse. I didn't consider reporting what I had seen, 

because I had just started the job and was 18 years old and although I knew the 

behaviour was wrong there were senior staff around the detainee. We had been 

told we could raise problems with DCMs in the first instance, but DCMs were 

involved in the behaviour I had witnessed. Other than reporting it to them I didn't 

know how to raise a concern. Perhaps if I had known at the time about the "Speak 

Out" whistleblowing channel I might have used this, but I did not know about it 

at the time. 

58. There were some 'Speak Out' posters in the staff toilets, which were vandalised 

with the words 'snitches' and 'grass'. I discuss this further later in this statement. 

I had not seen these posters before I became a DCO. I first became aware of the 

`Speak Out' whistleblowing channel at a meeting on 1 February 2016, following 

the broadcast of a Panorama exposé of abuse in another G4S custodial facility 

called Medway Secure Training Centre. The film was called 'Teenage Prison 

Abuse Exposed'. Staff had been secretly filmed physically and verbally abusing 

children in the centre. In the aftermath of the programme, staff at Brook House 

were called to a meeting in the Visits Hall. The meeting was chaired by a man 

who I understood to be very senior in G4S. I had never heard of him and did not 

recognise him. I believe he was from Denmark. I do not recall his name. We were 

told that Brook House's centre director, Ben Saunders, had been sent to work at 

Medway following the Panorama film. We were also told to beware of journalists 

operating in Brook House and to refer any contact from the media to G4S' press 

department. We were told that we could raise any concerns we had about Brook 

House through a confidential whistle-blowing channel called 'Speak Out'. I don't 

recall any further information being given about the channel. I made a diary entry 

from the time about this meeting which is at page 2 of BBC000067. 

59. I found the incident in the solitary confinement block extremely distressing. 

When I got home that evening, I made a note of what I had seen. This was 

something I had started doing after football matches I refereed: I would make a 
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note where something had gone badly in a game as a way of managing my 

emotions and thought processes. So I began to use a small black pocketbook to 

record incidents at Brook House which I found distressing as a way of processing 

what I had seen, and also because I felt I should make a record of this. I was 

keeping the notebook for myself and did not intend to show it to anyone at this 

stage. Later on, as I became more and more concerned about what I saw at Brook 

House, I began to feel it was important to keep a record in order to show what 

was going on. I had no idea as to who I might show it to, but I knew the things I 

was seeing at Brook House had to be recorded. 

60. I mentioned this notebook to the BBC when I first contacted Panorama, but didn't 

provide a copy at the time. In my email to Panorama I said I kept the notes in 

order to expose what was going on. That reflected what I wanted to do with the 

notes when I spoke to Panorama, although it was not the reason I started to keep 

them. Much later, I was asked by the BBC whether I still had this notebook but 

have never been able to find it. 

61. Following the incident, I thought about whether Brook House was the kind of 

place I wanted to work. I decided to remain working there for two main reasons. 

The first was that I did not know at the time that this behaviour was indicative of 

the systemic failings which allowed this sort of abuse to persist. Some of the staff 

members I trained with seemed like good, compassionate people, and none of the 

ACO's I worked with seemed capable of demonstrating this sort of behaviour. 

Furthermore, during my ACO training we were repeatedly told of the need to treat 

detainees humanely and with respect (this was also true for my DCO training, 

which I received after promotion to DCO). Other than that we were told about 

this in training I cannot recall how and in what context this information about 

values was communicated. Although the incident in solitary and the conversation 

with Tom Bass contradicted this messaging, I had no reason to believe that the 

vast majority of staff weren't well behaved, or that the general culture in the 

centre gave rise to this abuse. In short, I simply did not know enough about the 

centre to make a decision; I felt confused and conflicted. 
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62. Secondly, I saw no value in quitting. frail members of staff who were empathetic, 

respectful and considerate towards detainees quit upon witnessing unacceptable 

behaviour towards them, then the only members of staff that would remain at 

Brook House would be those who behaved unacceptably. The experience of 

detainees would be made even worse as a result. 

63. The third incident I recall, before contacting the BBC, occurred when I was 

working as a DCO. I clearly remember an American Jewish detainee who was 

put in a head-hold for refusing to go back to his cell for 20:55 lock up. He was 

restrained by three officers at the request of DCM Graham Panel. The detainee 

was not a threat to staff and was merely upset about the progress of his case, as 

he told staff at the time. He was not engaging with staff in any way that was 

threatening or abusive. The detainee had been sat outside the library refusing to 

go to his cell for about 15 minutes — probably even less than that — before he was 

restrained. I do not recall the detainee's name. 

64. In normal circumstances, staff would have spent much more time — perhaps one 

or two hours — trying to persuade them to return to their cell. This was particularly 

the case where the detainee presented no threat to staff and was not being abusive. 

65. This restraint was also unusual because, when it was necessary to use force to 

return a detainee to their cell, the normal practice would be to conduct a planned 

restraint in which officers would dress in protective equipment. This was not done 

on this occasion, and it was treated as if a spontaneous restraint, even though the 

detainee had not been violent or self-harming. 

66. I felt that the use of force was completely unnecessary. 

67. Staff should have spent much more time trying to find a way of convincing the 

detainee to return to his cell before engaging in a restraint. Had this been at 

lunchtime lock-up or dinnertime lock-up, I have no doubt that far more time 

would have been afforded to finding an alternative solution, but this was at the 
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end of the shift, shortly before we were due to go home. As such, the conclusion 

I drew, and still draw, is that force was used because staff did not want their shift 

to be delayed. I found it deeply disturbing that rules around the use of force were 

being disregarded to avoid personal inconveniences. 

68. I believe this was reflective of a broader culture amongst certain Brook House 

staff in which they showed apathy to vulnerable, disturbed or distressed detainees, 

and acted not in the interest of the detainee's safety or welfare, but with the sole 

intention of creating less work or inconvenience for themselves. 

69. In addition to specific incidents, there was a general culture and language at 

Brook House which I also found deeply disturbing. Attitudes of some staff 

towards detainees were apathetic, hostile and sometimes aggressive, which on 

occasions would manifest into verbal abuse or excessive or unnecessary use of 

force, two examples of which I have given above. This was also reflected in the 

conduct of DCMs who were supposed to be in leadership roles. For example, 

DCM Graham Panel described detainees as "cunts" to me on several occasions. 

70. This was reflected in how staff at the centre referred to incidents involving use of 

force. Staff would exchange anecdotes about force being used and would use 

words such as "battered" or "flicked up" to describe the impact on detainees, 

including where force had been used by managers. Discussions about using force 

on detainees were part of everyday 'banter' between staff. 

71. Thcrc was an 'us and them' mentality amongst Brook House staff with regard to 

detainees. Brook House was often severely understaffed, there was often only one 

or two members of staff working on a wing when this was supposed to be three 

and members of staff were often not relieved in order to go on a break. I knew 

that three members of staff were meant to be on a wing because I had been told 

this in training, and by DCMs. Short staffing was an almost daily occurrence. 

The turnover of staff was high, and the workload placed upon wing officers and 

detainee reception officers was often unmanageable, by which I mean they could 

not manage the volume of jobs they had been tasked with and the time in which 
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they had to complete them. For example, A, C or D wing would each have around 

100 detainees residing on them. With one or two staff members on each wing, 

those staff members would be responsible for admitting detainees to the wing, 

filling out ACDT observations, making property appointments, handing out 

essentials like toilet roll and soap, checking detainees cards as they tried to access 

the wing, allocating detainees to rooms, resolving detainee disputes, responding 

to incidents of violence or self-harm on the wing, escorting detainees to the 

kitchen to work and collecting the food trolley from the kitchen. These arc just 

some of the responsibilities of a wing officer. Such an unmanageable work load 

for staff meant they were often irritable, stretched, overworked, unapproachable 

and tired. This would often lead to staff taking their frustrations out on detainees. 

72. It also meant that staff were often unable to see to the needs of detainees, identify 

problems in their lives, or areas in which they could be helped. This included 

staffing levels meaning that detainees couldn't access cleaning materials or the 

laundry room when they needed it, or obtain access to recreational areas or the 

library and IT room to work on their cases. In short, unhappy staff members led 

to even unhappier detainees, which contributed to a growing feeling of 

hopelessness and frustration among them, and undoubtedly contributed to the 

high levels of self-harm, drug taking and violence at Brook House. The more 

challenging or non-compliant detainees became as consequence of their environs, 

the more some staff resented them for the additional work and stress this added 

to their lives. 

73. 1 firmly believe there was a culture of abuse at Brook House among a significant 

minority of officers and managers. I have given some examples of this culture 

above, and I will set out further examples later in this statement. The majority of 

DCOs were not abusive. Many of them were hard working, decent people, trying 

to do their best in a bleak, poorly staffed, highly charged and toxic environment. 

However, officers who were deemed too empathetic, helpful or kind to detainees 

were often marginalised, criticised or mocked, for example, I understood a female 

DCO was bullied and intimidated after she raised concerns to a senior manager. 
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74. Thcrc was a visible hostility to raising concerns. I remember clearly how the 

`speak out' posters - which notified staff of a confidential whistleblowing line for 

if ever they wanted to raise concerns — had the words "snitches", "grass" and 

"don't be a rat" written across them. These were posted in the men's toilets 

opposite the detainee shop, which were accessible only to staff. The IMB were 

also routinely described as "snitches" by members of staff. 

75. I never seriously considered blowing the whistle internally within G4S. I was 

aware this was a possibility but whenever I considered it I had no faith that doing 

so would be anything other than fruitless. My direct line manager, Ramon, was 

not involved in the treatment or management of detainees in residential areas of 

the centre, which is where I bore witness to the majority of abuse. His sole focus 

was the managing the activities department. The Detainee Custody Managers 

who were responsible for residential areas included those who I identify in this 

statement as involved in misconduct, or were so closely connected to them that I 

felt it was inevitable that any concern I raised would get back to them, and that I 

would be bullied, marginalised or ignored as a result. I also did not feel I was able 

to take my concerns above DCM level to the Senior Management Team, because 

they had close relationships with those DCMs responsible for the abuse of 

detainees. For example, Jules Williams, the member of the Senior Management 

Team who was responsible for the residential units in my early days at Brook 

House, was close friends with Graham Panel. Graham Panel told me on number 

of occasions that they socialised outside of work. I had no confidence any 

complaint I raised would be treated seriously. 

76. I didn't want to speak to my family because it would upset them. I didn't want to 

speak to friends because I was a young man and like many young men didn't want 

to tell them about things which were upsetting me. 

77. My experiences at Brook House were affecting my sleep, and I was having 

nightmares. It was affecting my fitness and my refereeing. It was occupying my 
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thoughts at home: both what I was witnessing and the feeling that there was 

nothing I could do about it. This was beginning to affect my relationships with 

my family and my then girlfriend and was a very difficult time for me. 

78. I had been considering quitting for a while. I was sick of the job and the impact it 

was having on me. 1 didn't know what 1 would do if 1 did leave and was worried 

about losing income and becoming unemployed. I had started to took for other 

work, and wanted to wait until I had something but then T became so sick of it I 

just decided to quit. 

79. I never considered speaking to a journalist. I didn't know this was an option. 

Although I would sometimes watch rolling news on the television, I didn't 

regularly watch programmes like Panorama. My dad would occasionally buy The 

Guardian or The Times, but very occasionally, and so the possibility that 

journalists might be interested in what was going on at Brook House did not cross 

my mind. 

80. At that time I watched a BBC Panorama film called 'Teenage Prison Abuse 

Exposed', in which G4S staff were secretly filmed abusing teenagers at Medway 

Secure Training Centre. I now know that this was first broadcast on 11 January 

2016 although I can't remember whether I watched it live or on iPlayer but I 

watched the programme either on 11 or 12 January 2016 because I emailed the 

BBC about it on 12 January. I had also seen social media reaction to the 

programme and the outrage it had generated. When 'Teenage Prison Abuse 

Exposed' started playing, I was in the process of typing my resignation letter to 

G4S. 

81. Having seen the programme, I thought the BBC might send one of their reporters 

undercover to Brook House, and that this would result in similar calls for change. 

I formed the view that the only way of holding to account those responsible for 

abusing detainees in Brook House, was to get in touch with the BBC in the hope 

that they would send in one of their reporters undercover and so, on 12 January 
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2016, I sent an email to the BBC Panorama email address hoping that someone 

would want to speak to me about it. 

82. I thought I should wait until I had a response to this email before quitting. I 

thought the BBC might want some information from me and that it would be no 

use if I'd quit already and so I deleted my draft letter of resignation. 

Initial period of contact with the BBC 

83. After emailing Panorama, I was contacted the next day by email by a journalist 

called Guy Grandjcan. I arranged to speak with Guy by telephone and we first 

spoke later that week. 1 told Guy about my background and role at Brook House, 

and explained to him my concerns about unnecessary use of force and the 

treatment of detainees at the centre. 

84. I remained in contact with Guy during the first few months of 2016. Whilst in 

contact with Guy, I would have telephone conversations, around one a week, with 

him to update him with information about Brook House and would send him notes 

recording specific incidents. I continued to work at the centre until the end of 

March 2016, when an outbreak of chicken pox 1 Sensitive/Irrelevant :meant 

I was relocated to Tinsley House. 

85. I returned to Brook House in the middle of April 2016 and remained in contact 

with Guy until that time. At some point in mid-April my primary point of contact 

at the BBC changed to Panorama producer Joe Plomin. Joe asked me to make 

daily diary entries of events at Brook House, based on my observations, which I 

would be able to share with the BBC Panorama team. I would send photographs 

of these notes to Joe in batches, on my days off, and copies of this diary were sent 

to the BBC. I had regular debrief discussions with Joe from April 2016 to 

February 2017. 

86. Other than these notes and debriefing sessions I was not asked to do anything by 

the BBC. I was simply providing them with information. Throughout our 
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discussions it was clear that the BBC had not made a decision in advance about 

whether to investigate Brook House but was keen to be informed about what I 

was witnessing there. Joe had explained to me that he was involved in other 

projects so there was certainly no guarantee that the information I was providing 

would lead anywhere. 

87. Between the time that I contacted the BBC and the time that I became employed 

by the BBC, there were a number of incidents that further demonstrated the poor 

treatment of detainees, and the abusive nature and culture among some staff at 

Brook House, and which I relayed to Guy and Joe. I refer to some of these below. 

The decision to film undercover 

88. During this period, I occasionally went to New Broadcasting House (the 

headquarters of the BBC) to meet with Joe. One of these meetings took place 

around February 2017. 

89. Prior to that meeting we had had discussions about the possibility of my training 

to use undercover filming at Brook House, as I explained in my police witness 

statement, and I spoke to other undercover operatives to discuss their experiences 

of working undercover. At the February meeting, Joe Plomin told me that 

Panorama wanted to go ahead with the investigation into Brook House, including 

undercover reporting, and asked me if I wished to be the undercover operative. I 

confirmed I did and I agreed to start working for the BBC in March 2017. 

Training with the BBC 

90. On 6 March 2017, I began my employment at the BBC, working under the 

supervision of Joe Plomin. Between 6 March 2017 and 23 April 2017, I completed 

a period of training with the BBC, directed by Joe, to prepare me for secret 

filming. 

91. My training comprised mandatory online training, as well as further training over 

five weeks which was focused on preparing me for the period of undercover 
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reporting I was to undertake at Brook House, and ensuring I was equipped with 

the necessary specialist knowledge and skills to do so. 

92. I was issued with a BBC laptop for this training period and I completed the BBC 

online training courses, provided by the BBC Academy, which were mandatory 

for all BBC Panorama employees. These online courses included media law and 

data protection training, UK anti-bribery training, as well as online production 

safety and BBC editorial standards courses. 

93. Following completion of my mandatory online training, I was given specialist 

training over the course of five weeks which was focused on camera work and 

filming; and training on undercover reporting and associated techniques, the 

detail of which is extremely sensitive for reasons I explain below. 

94. 1 watched an introductory DVD training film provided by the Panorama team, 

providing an overview of conducting investigations of this nature, as well as 

previous Panorama undercover investigations. After that, I had a number of 

detailed sessions with Joe Plomin, the production team and external experts 

covering all aspects of how to operate as an undercover reporter. My training 

included sessions on wearing and operating secret cameras and microphones; and 

guidelines and techniques for undercover operatives, including instruction and 

role play exercises focused on reporting techniques. I also received training from 

outside experts including on secret filming and training to ensure filming did not 

affect safety of detainees, other officers or myself. This included training from 

experts in physical restraint and self-protection. 

95. In addition to this training, the Panorama team produced a "Protocol for 

Undercover Operative" [CPS000025, pages 1-12] which set out the principles 

which would govern my work as an undercover reporter. This included a 

summary of issues identified by the BBC in its risk assessment, legal guidelines 

and other guiding principles, privacy guidelines and specific examples of 

hypothetical scenarios I might encounter when filming with advice on how to deal 

with them. 
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96. 1 was also provided with extensive support by the BBC team. On my first day as 

a BBC employee I met other BBC editorial figures and spoke to a psychiatrist 

about the proposal for filming undercover. I was introduced to an external 

psychiatrist who was made available to support me during my time undercover. I 

also had the opportunity to speak with a number of experienced BBC managers 

and journalists who spoke to me about the role and the BBC's expectations of an 

undercover reporter. 

Filming and processes 

97. 1 should explain that information about undercover filming methods is highly 

sensitive and confidential to the BBC. These methods are essential tools for 

undercover reporting, something which is strictly regulated by the BBC's 

editorial guidelines and reserved to cases where journalists are investigating 

matters of the highest public interest. 

98. Disclosure of information about filming techniques, including equipment, will 

prejudice the BBC's ability (and that of other journalists) to conduct public 

interest investigations in future. I will address the use of undercover filming as 

best I can, but I respectfully hope the Inquiry will understand that there are limits 

to the level of detail I can appropriately divulge, given the Inquiries terms of 

reference and the importance of protecting sensitive journalistic working 

methods. 

99. To carry out the secret filming, I wore a secret camera and microphone provided 

to me by the BBC. I wore the camera kit during my shifts at Brook House and 

would turn on the device to record certain events and conversations in the course 

of my shift, in accordance with my training. I can confirm that this camera kit 

comprised a small lens connected to a digital video recorder (`DVR'), with an 

on/off switch. The DVR recorded clips onto an SD card in approximately 30-

minute clips, and I understand that these were automatically numbered 

sequentially and were recorded in this way to limit the impact of equipment 

failure. 
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100. The camera I wort during secret filming had a variable battery life, usually in the 

region of four hours. My shifts at Brook House were thirteen hours long, so it was 

not possible to keep the camera running at all times throughout the shift. In any 

case, I would not keep the camera continuously running during shifts, but switch 

it on and off as necessary, in line with the guidelines I had been trained with, 

particularly guidance regarding minimising impact on the privacy of detainees 

and staff. 

101. After the end of a shift, I would drive to an agreed location and meet with the 

Panorama production team. At that point, I would normally record a video diary 

entry to camera. I would also hand over the camera kit with the day's footage to 

the production team. 

102. In the video diary, I would summarise the shift and any particularly notable events 

which had occurred. I recorded video diaries on 38 days in total during the filming 

period 19 April 2017 — 7 July 2017 (inclusive). In my police witness statement I 

referred to there being 33 video diaries recorded during the period 24 April to 6 

July 2017, which was an inadvertent calculation error which came to light when 

the BBC disclosed all the diaries to this Inquiry (in fact I recorded video diaries 

on 36 days during that period). After I had completed the video diary, I would 

complete a written diary entry as well. I always completed written notes and these 

record the events of the relevant shift. 

103. Once I had completed my video and written diary entries, I would talk with the 

Panorama production team. We would discuss the day's shift, and often the 

previous day's footage which they had reviewed. The team might ask questions 

about the footage or particular events shown in it, if I had not covered a particular 

point in my video and written entries for the last shift (or if they had a particular 

question, for example about the name of an officer or a detainee). 
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104. If the production team asked about events on the footage, or I remembered an 

event or a detail which I had not mentioned in my written or video diary for the 

previous shift, I would make a supplemental note to that written entry, indicating 

that it had been added at a later stage. On occasion I would also make a 

supplemental record by discussing an earlier incident in a subsequent video diary. 

105. My first day successfully filming (without any kit failure) at Brook House was on 

24 April 2017. The last day of filming, and my last day at Brook House, was 6 

July 2017. From 24 April to 6 July 2017 (inclusive), I worked thirty-seven (37) 

shifts at Brook House. I successfully undertook secret filming on thirty-four (34) 

of those shifts. The incident logs [CPS000025, pages 13-38] record that there 

were equipment failures on certain days of filming. I should explain that I did not 

write these logs, they were written by the production team. 

106. I have been asked specifically about my understanding about the privacy concerns 

which arose from filming undercover. These issues were addressed in the training 

I received and in the Protocol for Undercover Operative. 

107. 1 had a switch to control the camera. I would try to keep this switched off unless 

I was observing an incident or where there were no detainees or staff in shot. On 

the basis of my training, I had to decide whether there would be a public interest 

in filming which would justify turning the camera on. 

108. This involved the exercise of judgement on my part, as well as anticipating when 

something might arise. So I needed to use my judgement to spot signs that 

indicated an incident that would justify filming was likely to occur and take the 

opportunity to turn the camera on. To do otherwise would have meant 1 was 

unable to capture a complete record of an incident. 

109. Similarly, I tried to avoid switching my camera off too soon in order to ensure 

that I obtained a complete record of the incident in question, although this would 

always require a judgement call on my part. 
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110. Once the camera was switched on, I would need to find an opportunity to turn it 

off without drawing attention to myself and risking exposure. As a result some 

footage would inevitably be captured of matters other than the specific incident I 

was trying to film. This was in accordance with the protocol. On other occasions 

I became aware that private information was likely to be discussed, c.g. by an 

officer, but in circumstances where I couldn't turn off the camera. In those 

circumstances, it was sometimes possible to avoid any intrusion by walking away, 

although again I would need to be careful to avoid doing anything that appeared 

suspicious. 

111. As is also set out in the protocol, anything which I filmed would be viewed by 

only a small number of people at the BBC. The extent of disclosure of any 

incidental matters captured on film was therefore limited in order to protect the 

privacy of detainees. This also protected against the camera being inadvertently 

left on. 

112. Obviously, this privacy-conscious approach to filming, and the limitations of the 

camera equipment, meant that the footage I obtained is not a complete record of 

my time at Brook House as a whole. However, I do not believe it materially 

affected my ability to make a complete record of specific incidents of 

mistreatment or abuse. 

Work at Brook House 

113. In this part of my statement I address my work at Brook House. As I resigned on 

7 July 2017, I am not able to comment on matters going on inside Brook House 

after that date. 

My hours of work and shift patterns 

114. As an activities officer I worked a 13-hour shift from 0815 to 2115. Usually I 

would work four days a week and shifts were allocated across a set rota which I 

believe covered 8 weeks. One shift in the rota would finish at 1815. I was given 
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two unpaid breaks of 30 minutes for each shift. Very occasionally I would work 

some overtime. Other staff members would work a shift from 0745 to 2115, and 

this is the shift I would cover when working overtime. There was no specific 

application process for becoming activities officer. Before I became a DCO a 

member of the SMT called Michelle (whose surname I do not recall) had an 

informal chat with me about working for the Activities department, which she 

had overall responsibility for. Given my passion for sport and fitness, she felt it 

would be the best place for me to work in the centre, and I agreed. At the end of 

my DCO training I was then told I would be working as an activities officer. 

My understanding of the G4S management structure 

115. At the time of my employment with G4S, Ben Saunders was the centre director 

at Brook House, except for a period in 2016 when he was sent to Medway Secure 

Training Centre following another Panorama programme. I had little interaction 

with Mr Saunders while employed at Brook House. Mr Saunders had a Deputy 

Director who between April and July 2017 was Steve Skitt. Again, I had little 

interaction with Mr Skitt except for one meeting with him during an investigation 

he was conducting in relation to suspicions that a member of staff was bringing 

drugs into the centre on 6 April 2017. I cannot remember this conversation very 

clearly at all. However, I made a note of this conversation in my notebook which 

is at pages 8-10 of BBC000066. 

116. They were supported by a team of senior managers who I referred to as the SMT 

(senior management team). I believe there were around six managers at this level, 

with specific areas of responsibility for the wings, security and so on. The SMT 

member with responsibility for activities in the period April — July 2017 was Juls 

Williams, who I would speak to perhaps once or twice a week. 

117. Beneath the SMT were the DCMs. Unlike Ben Saunders, Steve Skitt and the rest 

of the SMT, who wore suits, DCMs wore a white G4S shirt with a red G4S tie. 

They managed the DCOs directly and had specific areas of responsibility. For 

example, there would be a DCM responsible for overseeing C and D wing. This 
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DCM would manage and support the C and D wing DCOs. There would be a 

DCM responsible for overseeing detainee reception. This DCM would manage 

and support the DCOs working in detainee reception. There would be a DCM 

responsible for overseeing visits. This DCM would manage and support the 

DCOs working in the visit hall and visits corridor. The DCM who managed the 

activities department, and therefore me, was Ramon Giraldo (this spelling may 

not be accurate). 

118. The DCO uniform comprised of a navy G4S short sleeved polo, navy G4S 

cardigan, a navy G4S jacket and navy G4S trousers. Staff would buy their own 

boots. Some staff would wear combat trousers instead of the cotton G4S trousers 

provided. Staff were also provided with a fish knife for cutting ligatures, a key 

chain, a belt, a radio pouch and a key pouch. ACOs wore the same uniform as 

DCOs. 

Home Office, HMIP and IMB presence at Brook House 

119. Home Office staff worked on the top floor office of Brook House and in detainee 

reception with detainees and staff. I understand that whilst working in the visits 

centre, Home Office staff might have been responsible for updating detainees on 

the progress of their case. I very rarely saw Home Office staff during my time at 

Brook House, and I don't recall having any interaction with them. 

120. There was an inspection of Brook House by Her Majesty's Inspector of Prisons 

(HMIP) during my employment. As far as I can recall my interaction with HMIP 

was limited to a short and informal conversation with a member of HMIP staff 

about the IT Suite, while I was on duty there. 

121. I saw members of the IMB operating at least every two weeks. I rarely had any 

interaction with the 1MB. 1 would sometimes smile and say hello when walking 

passed them in the corridors, but I don't recall having any in depth conversations 

with members of the IMB. I have explained the prevailing attitude of staff towards 

the 1MB above. 
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The layout of Brook House 

122. 1 have not been inside Brook House since 2017, so what follows is to the best of 

my recollection from my time working there. 

123. Brook House is comprised of two main buildings. The first building, through 

which you can enter the second, is a non-detainee area. It has two floors. On the 

ground floor is the gatehouse, where ACOs allow members of staff, escorting 

vans, and company vehicles to enter or leave the centre. The underside of each 

vehicle entering or exiting the centre must be searched by an ACO for contraband 

or escapees. The gatehouse is stationed at the front left of the first building. ACOs 

in the gatehouse also controlled an electronic door which gave staff access to the 

sterile outdoor area which led to the second building where detainees would 

reside. 

124. At the front right-hand side of the building on the ground floor was a room called 

the 'sat desk', from which ACOs would search and escort visitors up to the visits 

hall for their visits with detainees. The visits hall was in the second building, 

meaning visitors would need to be escorted across the outside sterile area and 

through a series of 'lock and key' doors as well as electronic doors. There was 

also an exit for vehicles at the sat desk, which was controlled by ACOs. The 

ground floor of the first building also contained toilets, a locker room for staff, 

the keypads staff would use to clock on and off shift, the detention centre key and 

radio station, and a large, padded room with crash mats as flooring for control 

and restraint training. 

125. The first floor of the first building contained the training rooms and the control 

room. The control room was an important room which was manned by DCOs. 

Control room DCOs would monitor every part of the detention centre from this 

room, including the wings and other detainee areas, via CCTV. Besides the ACO 

controlled electronic doors mentioned above, all other electronic doors in the 

centre were operated by those in the control room. Each electronic door in the 

centre had a small buzzer and a camera on the wall to the side of it. Staff wishing 
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to pass through the door would have to press the buzzer which would notify those 

in the control room that they wished to pass through. Staff would then have to 

show their pass to those in the control room via the small camera to be admitted 

entry through the door. 

126. Radio announcements for staff would also be made from the control room. 

Tannoy announcements for detainees would also be made from the control room, 

besides those regarding visits, which would be made from the visits corridor. The 

store cupboard was also located on the first floor of the first building. This is 

where staff would go to pick up their riot kit for planned removals. The store 

cupboard contained overalls, riot shields, flame retardant gloves, balaclavas, 

leather belts, steel capped boots, helmets, arm pads, knee pads and shin pads. 

127. The second building was where the detainees lived and all DCOs worked, but for 

those in the control room. The second building looked like a 'H' from the sky. 

Detainees did not have access to every part of the second building. At the front 

of the second building on the ground floor was detainee reception. This is where 

detainees were admitted to, and discharged from, the centre. On the most part, 

only detainees who were being admitted or discharged from the centre were 

allowed in this part of Brook House. 

128. Once you walked into the building through detainee reception you came across a 

waiting room, in which detainees would often wait to be seen by detainee 

reception staff. Detainees would often wait to be seen for hours, as detention 

centre staff struggled with the volume of those needing to be admitted and 

discharged. Once you passed through the waiting room you would finally come 

across a long corridor spanning the entire width of the centre of the building. You 

had to pass through at least four locked doors to get to this part of the building. 

Detainees would not be allowed in this part of the corridor, unless escorted 

through it by staff to and from detainee reception or the kitchen. If you had just 

entered the centre of the corridor by walking through the front entrance of the 

building and passing through detainee reception and the detainee waiting room, 
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you would see one door to your far left and one door to your right, situated at each 

end of the corridor. These doors gave you access to the association areas. 

129. The association areas were in the centre of the building on the ground, first and 

second floors, where all detainees, besides those residing on E wing and the 

solitary confinement block, could mix. On one side of the ground floor was the 

library and the games room, near C and D wing. On the other side of the ground 

floor was an IT room, near A and E wing. Above the IT room on the ground floor 

was the main IT suite on the first floor. The classroom and the arts and crafts 

room were on the other side of the first floor, above the library and games room. 

Above the arts and crafts room was the chapel and the music room on the second 

floor. On the other side of the second floor was the mosque and the multi-faith 

room, above the IT suite. The ground floor association areas were divided by the 

corridor which ran across the entire width of the centre, which, as mentioned, was 

not accessible to detainees. So, for example, if you wanted to get from the library 

on the ground floor to the ground floor IT room on the other side of the out of 

bounds corridor, detainees would have to go to up the stairs to the first floor and 

walk along that corridor before walking down the stairs at the other end. 

Similarly, detainees who wanted to go from one side of the second floor to the 

other would have to walk down the stairs to the first floor, along the corridor to 

the other side and then up the stairs. This was because, like the ground floor, the 

centre of the corridor on the second floor was also only accessible to members of 

staff. The corridor running the width of the centre on the first floor was accessible 

to detainees, so could be used to access different parts of the association areas. In 

the centre of the first-floor corridor was also the detainee shop and access to the 

gym. Locked doors approximately a third of the way into the ground and second 

floor corridors prevented detainees from passing through them, hence their need 

to go the first floor to get to the other side of the centre. 

130. The ground floor of the second building also contained the staff room, the dining 

room and toilets, which were also out of bounds to detainees. The kitchen was 

also on the ground floor, situated at the back centre of the building. Members of 
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Aramark staff worked here. Some detainees were also given permission to work 

here for £1 an hour, otherwise it was out of bounds. 

131. The central part of the second building was flanked by the wings, which were 

longer in length but narrower in width. The ground floor, first floor and second 

floor corridors, which spanned the entire width of the centre of the second 

building, and have been mentioned above, were longer in width than the central 

part of the second building, thus acting as conduit between the central part of the 

second building and the wings. This gave the second buildings its H like shape. 

It may be helpful to refer to an aerial image of Brook House to understand what 

I mean. 

132. Brook House had 5 wings - Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta and Echo wing. 

Detainees would gain access to their respective wings via the association 

corridors. Thcrc was meant to be at least three members of staff working on a 

wing during the day, but because of staff shortages, this was often not the case. 

Detainees would be required to show their card to a member of staff at the 

entrance to their wing to gain access. Detainees would have a colour on their card 

relative to their wing. Alpha wing cards were red, Bravo wing cards were green, 

Charlie wing cards were blue and Delta wing cards were orange. The detainee's 

card would be laminated, and it would have a picture of the detainee's face on it 

- about the same size as driving licence photo. The card would have the detainees 

name, his wing, his cell number and his Brook House ID number. The card also 

had a barcode on it, which the detainee would use when buying things from the 

detainee shop. 

133. Alpha wing was situated in front right half of the H. For most of my time at Brook 

House, this was the induction wing, but during my time filming the induction 

wing was Bravo wing. Alpha wing had a ground floor, a first floor and a second 

floor. The wing resembled a prison. On each floor of the wing there were 

approximately 20 double occupancy cells that ran along either side of the wing. 

These cells were small. They contained a toilet, two single beds and a sink. Most 
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would have a TV and a kettle. There was a locker for each detainee under their 

beds. I do not recall more than two detainees being kept in a double occupancy 

cell. However, towards the end of my time at Brook House, an extra bed was 

added to the ground floor cells on A, C and D wing. These then became triple 

occupancy cells, despite not increasing in size. I recall detainees being kept in 

such cells. I infer this was because G4S needed to house more detainees. I do not 

know if there were any consequences to this. In the centre of the wing on the 

ground floor were some tables and plastic scats fixated to the ground. A table 

tennis table and a pool table were situated at the back centre of the wing on the 

ground floor. Near the entrance to the wing on the ground floor was the wing 

office, where staff members would base themselves. Detainees would come here 

to get essentials like toilet roll and toothpaste. Opposite the wing office on the 

ground floor was the food counter, from which the detainee's food would be 

served at breakfast, lunch and dinner time. The first and second floor of alpha 

wing were almost exactly the same as each other. The first and second floors had 

landings on which detainees could access their cells. They did not have a central 

floor area like the ground floor. This space was covered by wire netting, which 

was there to stop detainees self-harming or committing suicide by jumping from 

the first or second floor down to the ground floor. This did not always prevent 

self-harm and suicide attempts. For example, I witnessed a Ghanaian detainee 

attempt to take his own life by hanging himself from the railings on the stairs of 

the second floor. He was saved by detainees and staff before being taken to 

hospital. Showers were situated on the first floor at the front of the wing. A 

laundry room was situated on the second floor at the front of the wing. 

134. Charlie wing, which was situated at the front left half of the H, and Delta wing, 

which was situated at the back left half of the H, had the same layout as Alpha 

wing. 

135. On the ground floor of the back right half of the H was Echo wing. This wing 

comprised of just one floor. Single occupancy cells ran along either side of the 
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wing. There were approximately 12 cells, though 1 can't remember the exact 

number. 

136. The cells on Echo wing were to the same size and standard of the cells on the 

other wings - besides two cells. These two cells, cells 7 and 8, were situated at 

the back left and back right of the wing. These were constant supervision cells. 

These cells were similar to the others, but instead of having a small, narrow, glass 

viewing panel through which staff could see into the cell, they had two large 

windows. Suicidal detainees, those at great risk of self-harm, and those on 

sustained hunger strike would be kept in either one of these cells. A member of 

staff would be sat outside the detainee's cell for every minute of every day, 

observing him continuously and making notes on the ACDT form with regard to 

his mood and behaviour. 

137. Echo wing had a pool table and a couch in the centre of it, which detainees were 

welcome to use during association times. Detainees on Echo wing were allowed 

to leave their cells during association time, but not allowed to leave the wing. 

They were confined to the wing at all times apart from lunch time, during which 

an activities officer could escort them to the gym whilst the other wings were 

locked down. Because the number of occupants on E wing was low, there were 

more staff members to every detainee, which, in theory, meant more attention 

could be paid to them. Detainees were kept on E wing for a number of reasons, 

including because: 

a. They were vulnerable detainees, like those at risk or self-harm or suicide, or 

those who needed to be removed from the general population for their own 

protection. 

b. Their mental health meant they needed to be monitored closely by staff. 

c. They had been discharged from the solitary confinement block. 
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d. They were violent or difficult to manage detainees who needed to be kept 

away from the general population and monitored closely. 

e. They were suspected of being under 18 years old. 

138. I felt then, and still feel now, that mixing the most vulnerable detainees with the 

most challenging detainees was problematic. 

139. At the end of Echo wing was a large, locked, steel gate. Immediately behind this 

locked gate was another locked door. Once you had passed through them both, 

you were in the solitary confinement block, which G4S and the Home Office 

referred to as the Care and Separation Unit. Thcrc were approximately 5 cells in 

the solitary confinement block. They were completely bare, but for a single bed. 

They had no TV or kettle, and detainees were not allowed their personal 

belongings in these cells. Detainees kept in these cells would be allowed out for 

1 hour a day to exercise and shower. Detainees were placed in these cells for a 

number of reasons, including violent behaviour, escape attempts, arson, evading 

removal or deportation, and protests. Unlike the other wings, where artwork or 

house plants were displayed, the solitary confinement block was completely bare. 

It smelt of urine and disinfectant. I recall that there were instances when detainees 

with suspected mental health conditions were kept in solitary confinement 

although 1 was not privy to any formal healthcare assessment which would allow 

me to confirm this. 

140. Above E wing and the solitary confinement block, on the first floor, was B wing. 

B wing was the induction wing during my time filming at Brook House. Its layout 

was the same as A, C and D wing, apart from the fact it only had two floors. 

Detainees were meant to spend their first few nights on this wing before being 

moved to the other wings. This did happen in practice, but there were also 

detainees who resided on the wing that staff felt shouldn't be there. During my 

time spent wearing secret cameras there were a number of detainees residing on 

B wing who were involved in drugs. During one shift, a B wing officer who I 
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believe was called Darren Tomsett, told me there were at least 8 detainees on B 

wing who were involved with drugs in some form or another. Darren Tomsett 

also told me there was a problem with detainees on the wing taking drugs. He felt, 

as did I, that this sent a damaging message to detainees, and was an unhelpful first 

impression about the kind of place Brook House was. 

141. There was a courtyard next to each wing on the inside of the H. Next to E wing 

was a gravel courtyard with a basketball hoop. Next to A wing was a gravel 

courtyard where detainees would play cricket. Next to D wing was a garden type 

courtyard with benches, fake grass and a tree in the centre. This is where you 

would find the most detainees during association times, especially if the weather 

was hot. Next to C wing was a gravel courtyard with markings for a football pitch 

and goals. Detainees would often play football on this courtyard. 

142. The welfare office and the visits area wcrc at the front of the second building on 

the first floor. They were accessible to detainees via the association corridor on 

the first floor. Detainees were only allowed in these areas if they had an arranged 

visit or were granted a meeting with welfare. 

143. Brook House was surrounded by tall razor wire fencing. The fencing that 

surrounded Brook House was electric, meaning if you touched it would set off an 

alarm and alert those in the control room. There were hundreds of security 

cameras in and around the detention centre. Running around the outside of the 

centre, but the inside of the fencing that surrounded it, was a small perimeter road. 

This was used to bring goods into the centre, and to escort Tascor vans to the 

solitary confinement block. 

144. Thcrc was a third, small building at Brook House to the front right of the first 

building. This was the visits centre. ACOs worked in this building. Visitors would 

come here to be checked in for their visit before being taken through the sat desk 

and escorted to their visit. 
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The daily regime, including at mealtimes 

145. Detainees were normally locked in their cells overnight from 21:00 to 08:00 and 

then during the day between 12:00 — 12:30 and 17:00 — 17:30 every day. 

146. After every lock up, staff would have to make sure all detainees in the centre were 

seen and accounted for before they were allowed out of their cells. This was called 

"roll count". If the roll count called did not match the number of detainees that 

were meant to be in the centre, then the detainees would stay in their cells until 

all detainees were accounted for. This happened almost daily. Detainees were 

eager to leave their cells and would bang on the inside of their cell doors and 

repeatedly hit the intercom button which would set off a buzzer in the office. This 

was occasionally a source of real tension on the wing and, when detainees were 

released, they would sometimes be hostile and abusive to staff. 

147. Staffing levels would also affect lock up. On one evening, 22 May 2017, I was 

on D wing to assist with lock up as they were short staffed. Some detainees took 

the opportunity to be disruptive and began smashing pictures on the walls, 

stamping and shouting. 

148. DCOs would take their breaks between 12:00 and 13:30 and 17:00 and 18:30. As 

an activities officer I would usually give break cover on the wings between 12:45 

and 13:30 and 17:45 and 18:30. 

149. Detainees were allowed out of their wings for association time from 08:30 to 

11:55, and then 13:30 to 16:55, and then 18:30 to 20:45. During these times they 

could play games on the court yards, attend visits, use the gym, library, IT room, 

music room, arts and crafts room, chapel, mosque, prayer room, the cultural 

kitchen and classroom. As an activities officer I would be responsible for the court 

yards, the gym, the library, the IT room, the music room or the cultural kitchen 

depending on what job I was assigned to for any given shift. 
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150. I was either assigned to be IT officer, library officer or sports officer. If I were 

assigned to work in the IT room, I would sit at the desk in the main IT room and 

give detainees access to the computers. To gain access they would have to give 

me their card before I would assign them a computer. Once they had finished on 

the computer I would return their card to them. If I were assigned to the library I 

would sit in the library and loan out books to detainees by entering their name 

and other personal details into a spread sheet. I would also hand out games like 

chess. I would also give detainees any applications they wished to use for their 

case, like bail applications or applications for temporary housing. I would also 

make legal aid appointments for detainees. As IT officer or library officer you 

were confined to that room and could not leave it until lock up, or unless someone 

came to relieve you for a toilet break. 

151. As sports officer your work generally involved moving around the whole centre. 

You did little in the way of sports besides handing out sporting equipment like 

footballs and plastic cricket bats and balls. You would check the courtyards 

occasionally to check whether equipment was needed and that there was no 

fighting. You would attend all wings and check the table tennis and pool 

equipment for any damage. You were also encouraged to engage in activities with 

detainees to try to improve staff-detainee relations. I would often play pool with 

detainees on the wings, train in the gym with them, and occasionally take part in 

yoga sessions if they occurred. 

152. As sports officer you would also monitor the cultural kitchen (this was a cooking 

space which detainees could request access to in order to cook for themselves), 

which I think was open from Monday-Friday between 14:00 and 16:00. This was 

manned by a member of Aramark staff constantly, but you would search the 

detainees upon entry and exit to the cultural kitchen and would give a toilet break 

to the member of Aramark staff working there. 
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153. As sports officer you would also be responsible for overseeing the gym and giving 

gym inductions to those who did not know how to use the equipment, covering 

toilet breaks for the IT and library officers, and taking the detainees from E wing 

to the gym during lunch time lock up, from around 12:10 to 13:00. This was 

because the rest of the population were locked in their wings or their cells. 

154. It was also the responsibility of the sports officer to give detainees access to the 

music room if they requested it, though requests were rarely made. When it was 

time for detainees to return to their wings at the end of an association period, it 

was the responsibility of the activities officers to make sure there were no 

detainees in the association areas. 

155. To make sure the day was not too repetitive, activities officers would usually split 

the day up among themselves. If staffing levels were adequate, there would be 

three activities staff members on shift. If this was the case, then you would usually 

divide the rolls up across the three association periods. So, to give one example, 

you would work in the IT room in the morning from 08:30 to 11:55, sports officer 

in the afternoon from 13:30 to 16:55, and the library in the evening from 18:30 to 

20:45. 

156. When detainees were unlocked from their cells for lunch and dinner, usually at 

some time between 12:30 and 13:00, and 17:30 and 18:00, I would sometimes be 

covering a break on a wing. I would either be tasked with unlocking the detainees 

from their cells, or standing at the front of the food queue, ticking off names of 

detainees who had come to collect their food. Cells would be unlocked slowly, 

one floor at a time, to ensure the food queue did not get too long. Detainees would 

come to the food counter on the ground floor of the wing opposite the wing office 

with the plastic plates and cutlery that they had been given upon admission the 

wing. A detainee behind the food counter, who was working for El an hour, would 

dish up the food. Detainees would then either take their food to their cells or to 

one of the tables in the centre of the wing. 
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157. There were a few jobs available to detainees in the centre. Some worked in the 

kitchen, helping Aramark staff with food prep, some worked as cleaners, some 

worked in the laundry room, and some worked dishing up food at lunch and 

dinner time. As mentioned, detainees were paid £1 an hour for their work. This 

money was uploaded to their personal account. They were free to use it in the 

detainee shop, or they could take it as cash upon discharge from Brook House. 

158. Because Brook House was so often short staffed, there were days when I was 

taken away from my duties as an activities officer and asked to work on the wings. 

This left only two members of staff in the activities department. Because the 

library and IT rooms had to be manned at all times, these would be manned, and 

the position of sports officer would be sacrificed. This happened regularly, at least 

weekly, and meant the recreational needs of detainees were not met because they 

could not access sporting equipment or the recreational facilities I have described. 

Meal times and fluid/food refusal 

159. Lunch and dinner were served between 12:30 and 13:30, and 17:30 and 18:30. 

When detainees were unlocked from their cells following lunchtime or dinnertime 

lock up, they would join the food queue. At the front of the food queue was a 

DCO who was responsible for ticking detainees off a list once they had collected 

their food. Once there was no one left in the queue, the member of staff manning 

the queue would go to the cells of the detainees who had not come to collect their 

food. The member of staff would encourage the detainee to collect their food. If 

the detainee did not collect lunch or dinner on any given day, then this should 

have been reported to the DCM responsible for the wing. 

160. We were told during training that food refusal could be a form of self-harm, 

protest or a sign of deteriorating mental health and so was supposed to be 

monitored. Hunger strikes were not common, and I can recall only a couple of 

times when this was an issue. Where food or fluid refusal was sustained, the 

detainee would be moved to E wing for monitoring. 
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161. I observed a member of staff failing to properly observe the monitoring 

requirement. On the 31' of May 2017,1 reported a food refusal to DCM Nathan 

Ring whilst covering a break on B wing. A detainee, whose name I cannot now 

recall, had told me that he was refusing food, apparently because he had not been 

transferred. I reported this to DCM Ring, who told me to "cross him off", i.e. 

record that the detainee had eaten. DCM Ring then referred to the detainee in 

disparaging terms and told me that he was aware the detainee had said he was not 

going to eat unless he was transferred. The detainees name should not have been 

"crossed off" because he had not eaten. This was the mechanism for monitoring 

whether detainees were eating and so no record was being made of his food 

refusal. I made a brief note of this in my notebook at p43 of BBC000059 and it 

was also captured on the undercover recording, as shown in the Panorama. 

162. Similarly On 1 June 2017 I was working on the same wing as DCM Nathan Ring. 

I asked him whether I should "check the top floor" by which I meant check the 

detainees on the top floor who had not collected food. He indicated that he did 

not need me to do that. I went back to DCM Nathan Ring to check that this was 

what he meant and asked him if he wanted me to cross of those detainees as 

having eaten without checking. He replied "yes I'm happy". I made a note of this 

in my notebook which is at page 1 of BBC000060 and it was captured on the 

secret recording. 

163. My recollection is that I complied with what DCM Nathan Ring told me to do. 

He was my superior and this was the approach envisaged by the BBC's Protocol 

for Undercover Operative. 

Conduct and attitudes of other members of staff 

164. I have been asked to set out my general knowledge and views about (i) the 

behaviour and attitude of other staff, (ii) their character, personality and values 

and (iii) the culture attitudes and behaviour of staff towards detainees, other 

colleagues and oversight bodies. These overarching issues are conveniently taken 
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together and by reference to incidents set out elsewhere in this statement and my 

evidence to the police. 

165. I believe that the majority of DCOs I worked with were hard working, 

professional, good people. This was also true for some DCMs. One of the most 

inspiring members of staff I came across whilst working at Brook House was a 

DCM named Stuart Povy-Meier. He went above and beyond in his role to solve 

problems, help detainees and support staff. In my view, he was the model example 

of what a DCM should be: empathetic, respectful, patient, firm and fair. 

166. However, I believe that a significant minority of DCMs and DCOs engaged in 

abusive and oppressive treatment of detainees. A number of staff members, some 

of whom were managers, humiliated and degraded detainees in vulnerable 

positions, such as those suffering with mental health conditions, those who were 

the subject of medical emergencies, or those at risk of self-harm and suicide. 

Some staff took pleasure in the suffering or abuse of vulnerable detainees. I give 

examples of this behaviour throughout this statement. Although it was a minority 

of staff members who engaged in this behaviour, I feel strongly that the consistent 

and undisguised nature of the abuse demonstrated a systemic failing of the 

detention centre. 

167. In the majority of examples outlined in this statement, members of staff were 

present during mistreatment of detainees, and for admissions of abuse and 

malpractice, who were otherwise well behaving officers. This underlines the lack 

of confidence staff had in raising complaints about such behaviour. 

168. This "culture of silence" across the work force at Brook House, coupled with a 

lack of demonstrable oversight, interest and engagement from Ben Saunders and 

his senior management team, allowed the abusive culture in Brook House to fester 

and go unchecked. The confidence that officers and managers had to, in front of 

other members of staff, flagrantly brag and joke about abuse, or speak in 

derogatory or even racist terms about detainees, demonstrated their faith in the 

culture of silence which allowed the abuse to persist. 
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169. Furthermore, it is clear from the evidence that I amassed during my employment 

at Brook House, that although the abuse of detainees was consistent throughout 

my time there, the staff members responsible for that abuse changed over time. 

Some abusive members of staff left Brook House, only for others to continue the 

abuse. This, in my view, demonstrated that the abuse at Brook House was not 

because of a few bad apples operating unbeknown to others, but because of 

cultural, systematic failings which gave rise to this behaviour, allowed it to go 

unchallenged, and dissuaded members of staff from raising concerns about it. 

Detainees suffered as a consequence. 

170. I have sought, throughout this statement, to explain this with reference to specific 

examples and have identified specific incidents of concern which I witnessed 

during my time at Brook House and which I believe illustrate serious concerns 

about the culture, values, attitude and conduct of staff and their treatment of 

detainees. 

171. In this section I refer to further examples which I hope will assist the Inquiry. I 

also refer to my witness statement to the police of 23 November 2017 (my 'Police 

Statement') [CPS000018/SXP000120] in which I gave evidence to key incidents 

involving the use of force and other conduct by officers which I considered to be 

unnecessary or abusive. I confirm I consent to this statement being disclosed to 

the Inquiry for use in evidence, along with my second witness statement to the 

police (my 'Second Police Statement') [SXP000118]. 

172. The most serious of these was the restraint of D1527 i on 25 April 2017, 

which I describe in detail in my Police Statement. Witnessing a suicidal detainee 

being choked by a member of staff was extremely upsetting. I still feel horrified 

by the incident. This was an abuse of power which endangered the life of a 

detainee. 
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173. I also refer below to the incident on 6 March 2016, in which I witnessed managers 

mock and humiliate a mentally ill detainee who was covered in his faeces. 

174. In my police statement I gave evidence of an incident on 17 May 2017 

(incorrectly dated 7 May 2017 in that statement), in which DCO and restraint 

trainer John Connolly suggested I refer to a detainee called D275 :who was 

at that time on suicide netting, using a racist epithet, saying I should say "listen 

here nigger, listen to me". I made a note of this in my notebook which is at page 

24 of BBC000059 and it was captured on the undercover recording. In any 

workplace, this would be seen as utterly shameful and unacceptable. In Brook 

House, where G4S staff were the custodians over a significant number of black 

individuals, for whom we had a duty of care, and were required to use force on if 

necessary, this type of language was, if possible, even more shameful and 

unacceptable. Tt is indicative of the culture of Brook House that John Connolly 

felt he could use this language in front of three colleagues he did not know 

particularly well. To clarify, I can confirm that the detainee who was on the 

netting at the time was L D275 

175. In that incident, we were in the stairwell of a wing because E._ D275 was 

protesting on the suicide netting. Only specially trained DCOs are allowed to go 

onto the suicide netting. As such the National Response Team (`NRT') was called 

in. My understanding of the National Response Team was that they are a group 

of specially trained officers, external to G4S, who are called into prisons and 

detention centres to deal with situations which the general staff may not be 

equipped to address. A DCM trained in negotiation would try to talk a detainee 

off the netting, as would a member of the senior management team, and if that 

failed the NRT would be called in. We were on standby to go on to the netting in 

case there was a risk to life before the NRT arrived. We understood that D275 

D275 I had razorblades. John Connolly was the senior member of staff and 

restraint trainer, and was telling us how the restraint was to be carried out. 
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176. John said "if he refuses we chuck him in there" by which I understood him to 

mean a corner of the stairwell in which there was no camera. He said "we'll 

fucking mash him up round the corner" DCO Dan Small then drew attention to 

the fact that was a camera to which John replied "I'll scrub the cunt", which I 

understood he meant he would delete the footage, saying "you can't fuck about". 

177. After a pause, John then instructed us that we were to use the stairs as "our 

justification" for throwingt._ D275 into the corner and dealing with him 

there. The fourth member of the team, whose name I do not recall, also raised the 

presence of cameras with John, but John told him "it doesn't matter". He said he 

could rely on the additional risk inherent in carrying out a restraint on the stairs 

to justify his plan to throw him in the corner. 

178. To hear this from any member of staff would have been alarming, but to hear it 

from a restraint trainer was even more so. This shows how concerning attitudes 

towards the use of force and treatment of detainees were prevalent amongst 

leadership figures, as well as the reluctance of other members of staff to challenge 

a proposal to use force improperly. 

179. 1 also witnessed a manager openly mocking a detainee suffering a medical 

emergency, in front of another DCM, other officers and medical staff. On 14 June 

2017, I attended a medical emergency involving a detainee who appeared to have 

taken spice. He was moved under medical supervision to a bed on E Wing to be 

checked by the nurses. The nurses were treating the detainee with sympathy, but 

this was not reflected in the attitude of custody staff. 

180. While there, DCM Nathan Ring openly laughed at the detainee saying "does your 

face taste nice because you appear to be chewing it off'. Another DCO present, 

Derek Murphy, told a nurse that he "had no sympathy [for the detainee], no 

sympathy at all. If he dies, he dies". DCM Ring later asked how the detainees 

name was pronounced and then answered his own question by saying "nob" and 

responded to the detainees singing by asking him whether he took requests. This 

was recorded in the undercover footage. 
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181. 1 acknowledge that this sort of insulting behaviour might be viewed as "low level" 

but it typified a lack of care by some staff, including managers, for detainees in 

vulnerable states. I felt this was different to the sort of 'black humour' you might 

expect to hear between staff talking privately. The comments were made during 

an emergency and in the presence of a large number of staff and detainees. 

182. By the time I was wearing secret cameras, I had been working in Brook House 

for over two years. As such, the behaviour shown by DCMs like Nathan Ring was 

not surprising. I almost felt resigned to seeing this sort of absence of care or 

sympathy for a detainee in a vulnerable position. 

183. Staff would often joke about carrying out acts of violence on detainees. To give 

one example, on 20 June 2017 I was in the staff room at Brook House, talking 

with others about detainee removal and the fact that some detainees would return 

because the attempt to remove them would fail. It was suggested by DCM Nathan 

Harris that they should do "what they do on Con Air" by taping over the mouths 

of detainees, and placing a bag over their heads. Another DCM then said if "he 

had the money" he would "build a plane like that just for detention centres". Also 

involved in this conversation was Andy Jennings who made a gesture with his 

hand to indicate he thought we should shoot them. This was all done in jest, but I 

understood this to reflect a genuine feeling of ill will or contempt for the detainees 

which was expressing itself through this violent language. I made an note in my 

notebook which is at pages 29-30 of BBC000060 and this was captured on the 

undercover recording. 

184. A similar example of this sort of attitude towards violence is recorded in my 

diaries, before filming began, on 6th March 2016. I was in A wing office and DCO 

Jason Murphy, a former policeman who was recruited as a DCO at the same time 

as me, bragged to me about a kitted control and restraint he did on a detainee who 

carried out a dirty protest. DCO Murphy described how, as shield officer, he used 

the riot shield to "smash" the detainee to the back of the cell, before again using 

the shield to "floor him", and then using it again to push his face into the 
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detainee's faeces and urine. I made a note in my notebook, which is at page 4 of 

BBC000067. I found it alarming that a relatively new DCO had the confidence 

to talk so openly about using excessive force on a detainee. 

185. I have already referred to incidences of staff making racist comments. There was 

a generally high level of anti-immigrant rhetoric amongst staff. On 14 June 2017, 

I had a conversation with Dan Small after the Grenfell Fire in which Dan had said 

"Oh well at least that's a few less foreigners in England". My camera was not on 

when he said this but I made a note in my notebook, which is at page 20 of 

BBC000060. I was shocked by his comment because I had never heard Dan use 

abusive or racist language or mistreat detainees. 

186. At the end of the shift, when we were returning our radios in the gatehouse, I 

raised the death toll at Grenfell again and Dan again referred to the fact that they 

were all foreigners. I asked him whether he felt that the country would be better 

off without foreigners and he said "yes". He said that his job at Brook House had 

"made him racist". I understood this to be him saying that he had grown to dislike 

the detainees he was working with and that this had found expression though 

prejudice. 

187. There was a feeling among staff that they were not supported by management, 

particularly the SMT. There was a clear disconnect between DCOs on the ground 

and the SMT. Many DCOs resented members of the SMT, who were seen as well-

paid people in suits who had little knowledge of, and made little attempt to 

understand, the difficulties of life as a DCO. 

Healthcare and ACDT/AAR Dolicies 

188. During my time at Brook House I had limited access and insight into the 

healthcare department. Detainees would often express frustration with the 

outcome of their healthcare appointments, but I have no insight into whether these 

were legitimate grievances or not. One thing I felt strongly about however, is the 
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lack of psychological support for detainees. I was not aware of any support 

offered to detainees who arrived at Brook House with existing mental health 

problems, or to detainees already residing in Brook House whose mental health 

problems arose as a consequence of their incarceration, although it is possible that 

support was offered which I was not aware of. Given the extent of issues of self-

harm and drug misuse to which I refer in this statement and which were captured 

on the footage I obtained I found the lack of support concerning. 

189. I do not recall how the Adults at Risk Policy was applied in practice, and I cannot 

recall any specific training on this. The Assessment, Care in Detention and 

Teamwork (ACDT) form was a document that was used to monitor detainees who 

were deemed to be at risk of self-harm or suicide. These forms were also used to 

monitor detainees on hunger strike. Staff would make timed and dated entries into 

the document regarding a detainee's behaviour, mood or whereabouts. They 

would vary in the level of monitoring that was required. For example, a detainee 

that was not deemed to be at significant risk of self-harm, but who perhaps had 

expressed that he was feeling low, may only be checked on every couple of hours, 

at which point an entry into the ACDT form would be made. On the other side of 

the spectrum, if a detainee has tried to take his own life, then he would be placed 

in a constant supervision cell on E wing, and be constantly observed, with entries 

being made into the ACDT every few minutes. DCMs would review these forms 

often, either upscaling or downscaling the amount of observation required 

depending on the assessment made of the detainee. The ACDT would be closed 

if the detainee was no longer deemed at risk. This is my understanding of the 

ACDT procedure to the best of my recollection. As a DCO, I only had limited 

insight into how ACDTs were reviewed, as this was the job of a DCM. 

Treatment of vulnerable detainees 

190. During my time at Brook House I saw that some staff showed little to no regard 

to issues around self-harm, suicide or mental illness. 
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191. One example of this was one of the most distressing episodes of abuse I witnessed 

at Brook House, which occurred on 6 March 2016, before I started filming. I made 

a note of this in my notebook, which is at page 3 of BBC000067. I remember 

walking onto E wing and being hit with the stench of human faeces. I was told by 

the wing officer, Gary Grouchcr, that a detainee with known psychiatric problems 

was locked in cell 2 and had covered his cell in his own excrement. I looked into 

the cell via the glass viewing panel on the door. The detainee, who I think was 

from Eritrea, was walking around in circles in the middle of the cell. 

192. He had covered the walls and himself in his excrement. He had stuck lots of small 

pieces of paper to the walls with his excrement. His demeanour was non-

threatening and his face was expressionless. He did not respond to anything I 

said, but continued roaming around his cell with his face down looking at the 

floor. There were faeces on the floor as well as the wall and bits of the door's 

viewing panel, making it difficult for me to see in. 

193. Shortly after this, the detainee set off the fire alarm in his cell, by which time he 

had stuck paper to the faeces on the viewing panel, making it impossible to see 

into the cell. DCM Graham Panel and DCM Dave Roffey soon arrived at E wing 

in response to the fire alarm. Another DCO either came with them or arrived 

shortly after their arrival. He was blond with short spikey hair but I can't 

remember his name. DCO Andy Jennings was also present during the incident, 

though I don't think he was present for the entirety of it. Dave Roffey sent DCO 

Groucher around the outside of the building to look into the detainee's cell to 

make sure it was safe to open the cell door. DCM Graham Panel then opened the 

door. 

194. The detainee was sat naked on his bed shivering and covered in his faeces. It is 

difficult to describe how unpleasant the smell was when the cell door was opened. 

I found it incredibly sad to sec someone so disturbed in such conditions. DCM 

Dave Roffey and DCM Graham Panel found it hilarious. They both laughed at 
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the detainee and made snide comments. DCM Dave Roffey wiped the viewing 

panel clear of paper and excrement so he could again be observed from outside 

the cell door. Graham Panel shouted at the detainee and said with a sarcastic tone, 

"Do you need some toilet roll?", before one of them slammed the door shut. They 

both started laughing about DCM Graham Panel's comment and the state of the 

detainee when they returned to the wing office (which is about 5 yards away from 

cell 2). Either DCM Graham Panel or DCM Dave Roffey then turned off the 

power in the detainee's cell, which they also found hilarious. The detainee was 

left naked, shivering and covered in his own faeces with no electricity. 

195. 1 was only on E wing because I was covering someone's break, so I soon left the 

wing. 1 also vaguely remember checking on the detainee at the end of the shift 

and finding him in the same state. He should have been moved to another cell. 

Nobody suggested this. I did not suggest this: an activities officer swanning onto 

the segregation unit where experienced officers worked and telling them how to 

do their job would not have gone down well, and I simply would have been 

laughed at. 

196. 1 felt then, and still feel now, sickened by the way the detainee was treated by 

DCM Dave Roffey and DCM Graham Panel. I felt anger with a system that 

allowed such treatment of a vulnerable detainee. I understood that the detainee 

was already the subject of an ACDT report, so did not create a further internal 

record of this. I did not report this incident to someone more senior. These were 

DCMs who were popular with senior management, and I thought I would be 

disbelieved. I had no confidence that if I reported this I would be listened to, for 

reasons I have already set out in this statement. 

197. To give another example, on 4 May 2017, I was waiting in detainee reception to 

go on an escort out of the centre with a group of officers including Calvin Sanders 

and Aaron Stokes. Prior to this, I had been outside with Calvin and others in the 

smoking area and he had told a story about a detainee was self-harming by 
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digging his fingers into his neck and Kalvin described and demonstrated how he 

had bent the detainee's fingers back to prevent this. While in detainee reception 

Calvin described this incident again, and explained that it happened while he was 

constant supervision withl D1527 I asked how best to deal with a 

detainee like; D1527 iwho had recently been protesting on the D 

wing suicide netting. It was well known to staff that! D1527 gone to extensive 

lengths to try to harm himself while at Brook House. Aaron replied to me, 'turn 

away and hopefully he's swinging'. I made a note of this in my notebook, which 

is at page 4-5 of BBC000059 and it was captured on the undercover filming. 

There were at least three, possibly five, DCOs present and within ear shot of 

Aaron when he said this. 

198. In my Police Statement I explain that Calvin Sanders then claimed that he had 

deliberately banged; D1527 head against a table. Aaron then joked that 

Calvin might have "had the urge" to punch L _01527 j Calvin's admission and 

the casual tone in which this was discussed was illustrative of the attitude among 

some staff members towards detainees who were suicidal or self-harming and I 

witnessed other incidents of this including that discussed above in relation to: D1527 

D1527 !Calvin later repeated this claim, that he had banged D1527 head

on the table to me in the C Wing office on 8 May 2017. 1 made a note of this in 

my notebook, which is at page 8 of BBC000059 and this was captured on the 

undercover recording. He was unashamed of this anecdote and told it with a sense 

that he found it funny. 

199. In my police witness statement, I also gave evidence about an incident on 4 July 

2017 where staff were called to respond to a self-harming incident involving a 

detainee 1 knew as i D865 ;which I believe demonstrated a failure to 

properly react to a detainee attempting to harm himself I made a note of this in 

my notebook, which is at pages 5-6 of BBC000061 and this was captured on the 

secret recording. 
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200. On 6 July 2017, I had been on E Wing monitoring a detainee called D728

D728 who was on constant supervision in solitary confinement. The detainee was 

blocking the viewing panel, making observation of him difficult. Later that day I 

was in the visits hall with DCO Aaron Stokes, who at one point had also been 

supervising! D728 I asked him how his supervision of I D728 i went. He said L._ 

to me that! D728 !was threatening to self-harm to which he replied, "I 

don't care just do it" and "hang yourself, I'll cut you down" (by which I 

understood to mean that he would use his fish knife to cut the ligature aroundj*-1 

D728 ! neck) and then told! D728 ! to "crack on". He also said "Honestly, I don't 

give a shit if you hang yourself'. I made a note of this in my notebook, at page 7-

8 of BBC000061, and this was captured on the undercover recording. 

201. Of course many members of staff showed vulnerable or suicidal detainees the 

respect and empathy you would expect. My experience, however, was that this 

sort of treatment was sufficiently widespread and consistent to raise a concern 

about the general culture at the centre. 

202. As mentioned previously in this statement, I felt it was irresponsible and 

dangerous to house the most vulnerable detainees on E wing along with some of 

the most difficult and non-compliant detainees. I also felt little care and attention 

was shown to allocating vulnerable detainees to cells. This was the decision of 

wing DCOs and DCMs. I was not aware of any training about allocation 

decisions, or a policy in place to protect vulnerable people when room sharing. In 

my experience, there were officers who gave thought to how these decisions 

should be made — for example by keeping certain nationalities together — but often 

allocation was governed simply by where there was space. This gave rise to risks. 

For example, a detainee named D852 who said he was 14 years old, and 

who some staff believed was under the age of 18, was put in a cell on A wing 

with a detainee who had an aggressive and violent nature. 
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The application of regimes under Rule 35, Rule 40 and Rule 42 

203. I have very limited knowledge of how Rules 35, 40, and 42 were applied to 

detainees, as it was managers who applied these rules. My understanding was that 

if a detainee was put on Rule 40, he was removed from association and therefore 

put on E wing. My understanding was that if a detainee was put on Rule 42 then 

he was put into solitary confinement. Sometimes I would learn why a detainee 

had been put on rule 40 or 42, other times I wouldn't. I would never be involved 

in the decision to place a detainee on Rule 40 or 42, unless I had reported or 

witnessed an incident which had a bearing on a senior colleague's decision to 

place a detainee on Rule 40 or Rule 42 - though it was never my place to advise 

on whether such decisions should be taken. I have no evidence to give about Rule 

35 and don't recall any case where it was being applied, although it is possible I 

was simply unaware of this. 

Planned and unplanned use of force 

204. Unplanned uses of force, or 'spontaneous' uses of force, occurred in unforeseen 

circumstances. For example, if a member of staff was attacked, then this would 

prompt an unplanned use of force. For obvious reasons, staff did not wear riot kit 

for unplanned uses of force. I have referred this statement to various incidents of 

unplanned use of force, including at paragraphs 63 to 67 above where I described 

an incident where I considered any restraint should have been treated as 

"planned" but was not. 

205. When a use of force could be planned, like for the removal of a detainee who was 

refusing to the leave the centre, or move to solitary confinement, a planned use 

of force was sanctioned by either a DCM or member of the Senior Management 

Team. This would usually involve at least four members of staff getting kitted up 

in riot gear and restraining the detainee under the observation and instruction of 

a DCM. Generally a detainee would be given a final opportunity to comply when 

faced with officers in riot gear. Another DCM would film the restraint. Before a 
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planned use of force, the officers to be involved in the restraint would usually get 

into their riot kit in the staff room. They would then be briefed by a DCM, before 

being filmed introducing themselves and announcing that they were 'in ticket', 

i.e. that they had the training, permission and authority to use force. The four 

officers would comprise of a shield officer, two arm officers and a handcuff 

officer. The shield officer would be the first to enter the cell with the riot shield, 

and would take control of the detainee's head during the restraint. The arm officers 

would both take control of an arm. The handcuff officer would be there to 

handcuff the detainee if necessary, or provide any additional support, like taking 

control of the legs if the detainee needed to be brought to the ground. If the hand 

cuff officer had to become heavily involved in the restraint, then a DCM would 

usually take over responsibility of handcuffing the detainee. If there was concern 

that a detainee would overcome four officers, additional officers would be 

allocated to the restraint. In some cases, two teams of four officers were allocated 

to the restraint of one detainee. If the first team of officers struggled or failed to 

effectively restrain a detainee for any given reason, then the other four officers 

would take over. The two teams would keep rotating until the restraint was 

complete, or the detainee had evaded removal or deportation, for example. After 

any use of force, planned or spontaneous, staff involved were obliged to fill out a 

use of force report, outlining their role and involvement in the restraint. 

Complaints and raising concerns 

206. I was not involved in the investigation or handling of complaints and so have 

limited knowledge of how this was done. I believe there was a form which 

detainees could fill out if they had a complaint about something. I was rarely 

aware of these forms being used. Complaints could also be raised directly with 

staff, and my understanding was that they would be handled by DCMs and/or 

senior management as required Detainees had access to telephones and were able 

to make complaints directly to the police. 
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207. On one occasion of which I am aware, I was the subject of a complaint by a 

dctaincc who made a false allegation against mc. I do not know how this 

complaint was raised. I was told by Stuart Povy who told me that Sussex Police 

and G4S had reviewed CCTV footage and it was clear that the complaint had no 

foundation whatsoever. The dctaincc later apologised to me for making the false 

allegation. However, given this was so straightforwardly resolved by the CCTV 

at the time I learnt very little from this of how complaints were handled. My 

perspective was that G4S dealt with the matter appropriately and effectively. 

208. There was a mechanism through which staff could raise complaints about the 

treatment of detainees at Brook House; a 'speak out' whistle blowing line which 

we were told was confidential. 1 had no knowledge of staff ever engaging in this 

whistleblowing line with regard to the treatment of detainees by staff, even if they 

had attended instances of abuse or malpractice for which I was present. I have 

explained why 1 contacted the BBC instead of blowing the whistle internally 

earlier in this statement. I felt strongly that these factors still existed during my 

time wearing secret cameras. 

209. I understand that, after the broadcast, G4S' regional president for the UK and 

Ireland gave evidence to the Home Affairs Select Committee in which he told the 

committee that no complaints about staff were made via the whistleblowing 

channels with regard to staff treatment of detainees and that no members of staff 

raised concerns about the abuse and malpractice revealed in Britain's 

Immigration Secrets. The failure of any members of staff to report any of the 

incidents revealed, or any of the other incidents caught on camera, or those noted 

before my time wearing secret cameras, demonstrates the lack of engagement and 

confidence in the whistleblowing channels that existed. 

Disciplinary action against staff 

210. I don't have any direct knowledge of any disciplinary action taken against staff 

for the treatment of detainees between April and July 2017. I am aware that other 
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staff members spoke to me about individuals who had apparently been the subject 

of disciplinary action, including one occasion on 28 April 2017 when Lisa Strange 

told me that three staff members had been suspended (See notebook entry at p44 

of BBC000066). One of these was "Bobs" (whose given name I believe to be 

Babatundi) who I was told had made threats to a detainee. 

Facilities, accommodation and recreational and other activities 

211. The quality of accommodation for detainees was, in my view, very poor. The 

cells were designed to hold two detainees. As I have explained above, some cells 

were converted to hold three detainees during the time I filmed undercover as a 

result of overcrowding. 

212. Detainees were provided with essentials like clothes, toothbrushes, toothpaste, 

deodorant and soap. It is also true that detainees had TVs, a kettle, a plastic chair 

and locker in their room. They were also allowed to bring in some personal 

belongings into the centre, unless they were prohibited. But the cells in which 

detainees were incarcerated were small. They were often dirty, and some had an 

unpleasant smell. 

213. This was sometimes as a consequence of the living or hygiene standards of a 

previous detainee, which then impacted the living standards of the next detainee 

who had to reside in the cell. Cells were meant to be cleaned, following the 

departure of a detainee. This was not always effective. 

214. In any case, because toilets were situated in the cells, they often smelt of urine or 

faeces. There was a wall in the cell which went approximately 300 degrees 

around the toilet. There was approximately a 60-degree gap which the detainee 

passed through to access the toilet. Either side of the gap in the toilet wall, there 

was often two pieces of Velcro attached. Detainees would often be given a large 

piece of cloth to stick across the gap so that the other detainee in the cell could 

not see them urinating or defecating whilst using the toilet. On the ground floor 
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of A, C and D wing, a third bed had been put into each of the cells, meaning three 

detainees would now reside in ground floor cells. This contributed to the 

increased lack of space, smell and dirtiness of these cells. 

215. The common areas of the wings were kept tidier, because these were cleaned by 

detainees working for £1 an hour. A, B, C and D wings most commonly smelt of 

disinfectant. It was not uncommon for parts of those wings to smell of cannabis. 

The wings contained a pool table, a table tennis table, and dinner tables and chairs 

which were fixated to the ground. There were sometimes house plants in the 

wings, and the walls had artwork on them that were often produced by detainees 

in the arts and crafts room. Given that I understand Brook House was built to the 

standards of a category B prison, I do not feel there was a lot more G4S could 

have done to improve the physical elements or aesthetics of A, B, C and D wing's 

communal areas. 

216. The gym, court yards, music room, classroom, arts and crafts room and IT room 

were, in my view adequately accessible to detainees, besides those residing on E 

wing, when the centre was staffed properly. As already described in the statement, 

due to staff shortages, the role of sports officer was too often sacrificed in order 

to make up the staff number on the wings. This limited the accessibility of the 

aforementioned recreational areas. 

217. Detainee access to the internet was limited. Most websites on the computers in 

the IT suite were blocked. We were told this was for security reasons. It was 

difficult to understand why some websites were blocked. Gmail and outlook were 

two email sites that consistently worked. However, detainees often complained 

that Yahoo Mail was blocked. This prevented them from contacting family, 

friends and lawyers on the outside, and obstructed them when working on their 

immigration cases. There were a significant number of occasions when the 

internet failed entirely. Detainees could book legal aid appointments in the 

library. The wait for one of these appointments was usually between 1 and 3 

weeks. On occasions it would be shorter or longer. I know this because I worked 
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in the library frequently and was tasked with booking these appointments for 

dctainccs upon request. I had very limited insight into the visits department. As 

such, I cannot comment on the accessibility, sufficiency and quality of family 

visits. 

Drugs 

218. The availability and misuse of drugs at Brook House was widespread during my 

employment with G4S. Medical emergencies were frequent, and there were daily 

calls over the radio for detainees who had consumed too much of a drug. 

219. The drug most commonly used by detainees was a kind of synthetic marijuana 

referred to as "spice". Detainees would be unpredictable whilst under the 

influence of spice. Some would collapse and have fits or seizures, whilst others 

would vomit uncontrollably. Occasionally detainees would become violent or 

difficult to manage. 

220. Cannabis was also prevalent on the wings. I was not aware of whether other drugs 

were used by detainees. 

221. The problem of widespread drug use in Brook House was not just apparent during 

my time spent wearing secret cameras. For example, I recall Christmas day in 

2016 when the centre struggled to cope with the number of detainees requiring 

medical treatment after taking drugs. There were over 20 medical responses for 

the misuse of drugs during that shift alone, although that was an extreme example. 

In my contemporaneous notes made at the time, (page 14-17 of BBC000069) I 

described Brook House as going through a "drug epidemic". The level of drug 

use would come in waves. 

222. On the 12th of May 2017, a male detainee who said he was 14 years old, and who 

some staff believed was under the age of 18, was placed on E wing after being 

observed high on spice. I made a note of this on page 15 of BBC000059, Staff 

told me they suspected that he had been used as a drugs guinea pig by the detainee 
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he was housed with on A wing, who was a FNO who had a violent and aggressive 

nature. I was told this by an A-Wing officer whose name I cannot remember and 

an E wing officer called Gary Groucher. There were three medical emergencies 

on this day which medical staff believed were related to the use of spice. 

223. The following day there were two medical responses for two detainees,1 D232

D232 :and; D1667 who both collapsed and suffered seizures 

apparently after smoking spice. During the medical response to D232 

D232 ! a member of the medical team and an A wing officer told me they felt it 

was only a matter of time before a detainee died as a consequence of spice. Both 

detainees were moved to E wing for monitoring, but still managed to smoke spice 

for a second time, prompting a further medical response. I made a note of this at 

page 17-18 of BBC00059 and it was capture on the undercover recording. 

224. On the 15th of June there were four medical responses after detainees smoked too 

much spice. One of these detainees; D149 collapsed and started fitting 

and his heartrate begun to fluctuate. Medical staff placed an oxygen mask over 

him An ambulance was eventually called and he had to be wheeled out of the 

detention centre on a hospital bed. 

225. I was also told, but did not have first-hand knowledge, of an incident where the 
. 1 

deportation of a detainee, ; D299 (failed because he was apparently 

under the influence of spice. 

226. The aforementioned incidents arc just a few examples of the issue of drug use at 

Brook House, which date back to the start of my employment with G4S in 2015. 

227. I had no knowledge of how drugs entered Brook House. If T had known T would 

have told G4S at the time, notwithstanding my role for the BBC. I was aware of 

concerns that drugs could enter the centre via visits or staff, although I never saw 

staff members or visitors bringing in drugs. The incident reports prepared by the 

Panorama team from the footage I obtained record that I was told on 5 May 2017 

that a staff member, known as "Ginge", was suspected of smuggling drugs but I 
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do not know whether this was anything more than rumour. I cannot recall Ginge's 

real name. 

228. I was only searched once during the entire time I worked at Brook House, shortly 

after I began filming. I was not aware of any routine staff searches, so if there 

were members of staff bringing drugs into the centre it is not clear to me what 

measures were in place to detect this. In the visits hall I repeatedly observed staff 

failing to observe detainees as they were required to do and was myself required 

to work there without any training or experience in detection of drugs during 

visits, and so I felt I was not able to spot the signs if drugs were being passed 

unless it had been obvious. 

229. In order to prevent the circulation of drugs within the centre, detainees were not 

supposed to be permitted to move from their residential wing to another wing to 

c.g. visit friends. My experience was that whether this policy was enforced 

depended on the staff member in question and that some staff members would 

allow detainees to enter wings when they weren't entitled to be there. 

230. On the whole, I feel medical staff did their best in extremely testing and difficult 

circumstances to respond to drug misuse in Brook House. I did not witness 

instances of medical staff failing to give what I would understand to be 

appropriate care, although I am not medically trained. However, there were 

generally a low number of nurses on shift. Usually there were two (or perhaps 

three) but sometimes only one medically trained staff member available. On one 

occasion, while attending a drugs related emergency on 14 June 2017 I was told 

by one of nurses of an incident the previous day where the response had been 

affected by short staffing. The same nurse expressed concern to me that it was 

only a matter of time before there was a drug related fatality in Brook House. 

Given the level of drug related medical incidents, and other demands on their 

time, it was inevitable that there were occasions where nurses were overwhelmed 

with the volume of work. 
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Mixing of FNOs and other detainees in Brook House 

231. I believe strongly that mixing foreign national offenders with those without 

criminal convictions is dangerous and irresponsible. Some FNOs bring with them 

a prison-like mentality that rubs off on other detainees. Brook House is not a place 

where people are sent for punishment or rehabilitation, but I feel housing FNOs 

there gave the rest of the population the impression that this was the case. Some 

FNOs preyed upon and exploited vulnerable detainees without a criminal 

background. The presence of those involved with drugs and gangs on the 

induction wing created, in my opinion, a harmful first impression of the type of 

place Brook House was. 

232. I felt that FNOs were sometimes rewarded for difficult, intimidating or aggressive 

behaviour by staff who feared them, or who did not want the additional work and 

stress that confronting them would bring. For example, I recall one incident on A 

wing when a FNO wanted to access his property in detainee reception without an 

appointment to do so. There were no available appointments until the next day. 

The detainee became aggressive and started shouting before throwing a fax 

machine on the floor. After he had calmed down, he was taken to detainee 

reception to access his property. This sort of thing created the impression among 

those without criminal backgrounds that aggressive or intimidating behaviour 

was the only language that staff at Brook House understood, which incentivised 

and led to such behaviour. 

Resignation from Brook House 

233. I resigned from my position at Brook House on 7 July 2017, having given notice 

of my decision to resign by email. It was agreed with G4S HR that this would be 

effective immediately. G4S were not aware at this stage that I had been working 

for the BBC prior to my resignation. 
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After the programme 

234. In this section of the statement 1 address my involvement or contact with various 

persons since the programme was broadcast. I deal with my involvement with the 

BBC first. 

235. My contract with Panorama ended in late September 2017. Sensitive/Irrelevant

Sensitive/Irrelevant 
236! 

237 

238 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 

239 

240. I have been asked to set out my involvement (if any) after the Panorama broadcast 

with G4S, current or former G4S staff, and current or former detainees at Brook 
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House "insofar as it relates to Brook House". This question is potentially quite 

broad and risks trespassing on my obligations as a journalist to protect 

confidential sources of information. For the avoidance of doubt, I am not prepared 

to provide information which might identify such a source and do not do so. I do 

not believe that is the Inquiry's intention. For these reasons I limit my response 

as follows in respect of the period after broadcast: 

a. I have had no involvement with G4S. 

b. In respect of former detainees: 

i. I have had some contact from lawyers acting for detainees in civil or 

public law claims relating to Brook House and this Inquiry. The 

Inquiry will appreciate that this includes privileged communications. 

I gave a witness statement in connection with one such set of 

proceedings in the Administrative Court. I exhibit this statement at 

[CT 1 /pp27-32]. 

ii. I attended the hand down of a judgment in a judicial review claim 

relating to the decision not to hold a public inquiry. I recall that at 

least one detainee was there, and I briefly exchanged some small talk 

with him and his lawyer. 

iii. I kept in occasional contact with the three detainees who appeared on 

camera in the programme, as is normal practice in respect of 

contributors. I last heard from r D275 in 2018, ands D100  in 

February 2021. While this contact continued, our discussions were 

in the form of brief catch ups. I last heard from; D1440 1 in 

September 2021 but have not replied. 

iv. I interviewed r•—•15iii1 in Tunisia before the programme was 

broadcast. This was the second of two interviews with D275 

the first of which I did not participate in. Copies of the rushes of these 

interviews arc being made available to the Inquiry. 
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v. I have had contact with one other detainee who I visited in his home, 

although our conversation did not relate to Brook House or the 

Inquiry. We spoke about his life after release. 

c. In respect of staff: 

i. I received some abusive messages on Facebook and Twitter from staff 

members at Brook House following broadcast. Due to these abusive 

messages, and threats made to me via anonymous accounts, I deleted 

my old Facebook profile and so messages sent via Facebook are no 

longer accessible. 

ii. In the early hours of the morning on 22 December 2017 T was chased 

in Brighton city centre by former Detainee Custody Officer Sean 

Sayers, who had spotted me in the street after I had been out with 

friends. This incident was reported to the police. 

iii. I also have the occasional catch up with Nathan Ward, a former 

member of the Senior Management Tcam at Tinsley House and Brook 

House, who, before my time at Brook House, raised concerns about 

the culture of staff at that centre to the managing director for G4S 

custodial services, Jerry Pcthcrick. He appears in Britain 's 

Immigration Secrets. I last spoke to Nathan on 25 March 2021. 

iv. I was asked by the Nursing and Midwifery Council to give a witness 

statement for use in regulatory proceedings against Jo Buss. That 

statement, signed on 27 August 2019, is exhibited at CT1/pp33-43. I 

did not attend the tribunal hearing. 

d. In respect of both staff and detainees I have also occasionally recognised 

someone from my time in Brook House when walking in the street. 

241. I have not had any relevant contact with the Home Office since the broadcast, 

although as a working journalist I do occasionally come into contact with the 

Home Office in connection with other stories on which I am working. 
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242. I gave two statements to Sussex Police, which the Inquiry have. Aside from that 

I have had no involvement with Sussex Police since the broadcast, besides a 

phone call from Sussex Police following the evening on which Sean Sayers 

chased me. I cannot recall this conversation clearly. 

G4S's comments to the police 

243. 1 have been shown G4S's comments about me to the police as recorded in 

document SXCP000100. 1 do not know why G4S chose to make that statement, 

and it is a matter for them. I have already dealt with the circumstances of D1527;

D1527 restraint in my evidence to the police, and it shows that Mr Small's account 

of the facts is wrong. 

244. D1527 !was self-harming by strangling himself. I believed he was 

trying to take his own life. As such, I was obliged in my role as a DCO to prevent 

him from doing so. I believe it would have been a dereliction of my duty as a 

DCO to allow! D1527 1 to continue his attempts to self-strangulate. It was 

necessary for me to use force to prevent him from doing so. 

245. The force I used on i D1527 :was reasonable in the circumstances. He was 

using his hands to self-strangulate, so it was reasonable for me to try to pull his 

arms and hands away from his neck. After Clayton Fraser and Charlie Francis 

arrived following my call for help, 1 managed to gain control of one arm, Charlie 

control of another, and Clayton control of the legs. The three of us managed to 

prevent a detainee from self-haiiitintz, which was imperative at that time, given 

D1527 ; vulnerable state and his previous attempts to harm himself. 

246. Once we had successfully preventedL D1527 from self-harming further, he 

was laying on his back. 1 remained in control of his left arm, Charlie in control of 

his right, and Clayton in control of his legs. I was able to relax my grip on! D15271 

D1527 farm as he began to calm down, ensuring the use of force I was applying 

during the restraint remained proportionate and reasonable in the circumstances. 

Yan then joined the restraint. 
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247. As described in my Police Statement, Yan soon started to strangle ! D1527 

D1527 I intervened, ensuring Yan stopped strangling D1527 by saying 

"Easy, Yan, easy". Yan stopped strangling D1527 i at this point. I felt it was 

imperative for me to intervene because of the risk Yan posed to D1527 life. 

As mentioned in my statement, I believe Yan was strangling 1. D1527 i for 

approximately 6 seconds. 

248. Mr Small makes a further criticism of me in that I did not document the use of 

force pursuant to G4S procedures. As set out in my Police Statement, I was told 

by Yan Pascali, supported by nurse Jo Buss, that that the use of force was not to 

be reported. 

249. 1 then acted as envisaged by the Protocol for Undercover Operatives which had 

been devised by the BBC and which governed my role as a BBC journalist. If I 

had demanded that the use of force on! D1527 i be reported, that L._ 
would not have been an accurate reflection of what would have happened if I were 

not present. I did not encourage or discourage the reporting of the incident — this 

was a decision taken by Yan Pascali and Jo Buss. As a journalist, I had made a 

record, and further documented, the use of force and — in accordance with the 

Protocol — knew that my contemporaneous notes and footage would demonstrate 

the real course of events at an appropriate point, later. 

Other matters 

250. I do not know the full names of the individuals referred to at paragraph 21 of the 

Rule 9 letter. I had understood that Lisa Strange is her proper name. 

251. I do not recall a staff member with the nickname "piggy". 

Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that 

proceedings for contempt of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or 
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causes to be made, a false statement in a document verified by a statement of truth 

without an honest belief in its truth. 

I am content for this witness statement to form part of the evidence before the Brook 

House Inquiry and to be published on the Inquiry's website. 

Name 

CST
Signature :

Signature
Date 

IS / //ZDZ i 
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